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Three Local
Students Get
Scholarships

100 Pee Copy

Vol. LX.XXX No. 138

'-evAnn Herron To Become MSU
Associate Director, Library

H.-Guthrie Bell,
Station Owner, Dies

LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) -H. Guthrie Bell, 55, president
of WLEX-TV here and a broadcasting pioneer in central KenMies AIM Herron, reference zations, including
tucky, died today at Central
the Kentucky
Baptist Hospital after a short librarian at Murray State Uni- -Library Association, Kentucky
versity
since
1962,
will become Historical Society, Americ
Three high school graduates illness.
an
from Murray this spring have
Bell, who had been in broad- associate director of the library Library Association, Association
been awarded $200 scholarships casting for 34 years, began with on July 1, according to Presi- of American Library Schools,
to Murray State University,
WLEX radio in 1946 as an an- dent Harry Af. Sparks.
Theater Library Association,
at.*
She will also be acting librarnauncer and became station
William Alton Smith, Jr., a manage
,
ian this summer while Charles (Continued On Page Ten)
r in 1947.
graduate of Murray High and
F.
Hinds is off campus working
He was instrumental in the
Edith Evelyn Sheeks, a gradfounding of WLEX-TV, Central on his doctoral degree.
uate of the University School
Miss Herron was one of three
44.
have both been awarded schol- Kentucky's first television sta- Murray State
staff members pretion,
in
1955
and
helped
the
arships by the social sciences
sented 25-year service plaques
station
become
to
the
first
UHF
department of the university
at the annual alumni banquet
11
and Donna Lee Jones, a grad- channel in the nation to trans- ast month.
mit
full
color.
uate of Murray High has receivHe also was director and a ' A graduate of Hazel High
ed a (scholarships from the eleSchool and Murray State Colmentary education department. part-owner of Florida Hartland lege, Miss
Herron holds a baTelevis
ion,
PROGRESS AT PURYEAR—The steel framework
Inc.,
Channel
at
9,
Young Smith, son of Mr. and
for the club was expected to be poured this
chelor of library liCieLICE degree
week. He said the project was
Orlando
Fla.
,
house at the Henry-Calloway Recreation
Mrs. William Alton Smith of
Corp. is up and about 30 days behind schedule
He was owner of Grapeth from the University of Illinois
due to bad weather earlier thh
1825 Sunset Drive, plans to enworkmen began installation of siding Monday. The
and an advanced master's deswimming year.
A record summer enrollment
roll at Murray State iii the fall Bottling Co. at Paris, Ky., and
pool has been dug and a corporation official said
the concrete
to sutdy philosophy and his- president of Gay — Bell, Inc., a gree in library science from the is expected at Murray State
University of Michigan. She has University when students registory for a career as a teacher. manufacturing firm at Paris
that is the parent corporation also done graduate work at Col- ter Monday, June 16, for the
A class officer in both the of WCOV Inc. at Montgomery. umbia, Northwestern, and the eight-week summer term.
junior and senior years, he was Ala. WCOV includes AM - FM University of Colorado.
"All indications are that the
Miss Herron joined the Mur- graduate enrollment will be up
on the staff of both the school radio and television.
yearbook and school newspaper. A native of Harrison County, ray State staff in 1944. She was noticeably, while the undergradThe funeral for Mrs. Ltha
He was a member of the varsity Ky., Bell was an outstanding appointed reference librarian in uate enrollment is also expected
Swor Parks of 400 Chestnut will
football and track teams and basketball and football player 1952 and four years later was to increase slightly," said Wii•
be held Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
participated in det.ate activities. for Paris High School and went named assistant librarian.
son Gantt, director of admissat the Max Churchill Funeral
Smith was awarded a schol- to Duke University on an athShe has taught graduate lib- ions and registrar.
Chapel with Brother Bill Three
arship trip to New York by letic scholarship.
rary science courses in summer
Gantt said he bases his estiPARKERS13URG, W. Va.(UPD
fficiating.
— Susan Bailey, 15, joins her care if I don't see her again." the Bell Telephone Company. He is survived by his wife, echools at the University o f mate an the number of inquin
The only person to escape
Pallbearers will be Henry
Miss Sheeks, daughter of Dr. Jean, and two sans, Thomas Gu- Kentucky, Louisiana State Uni- ies about the summer session,
Russia has 1.1t50 land-based in- Garner, Sims Garner, Richard 13-year-old brother at Parkers- from the fire was their
grand- and Mrs. Wayne Sheeks of 1323 thrie Bell and William Allen versity, University of Califor- applications by new students
burg
Cemetery today for the
• terceetinental missiles, or will Armstrong, Rudy McDougal,
nia, University of Washington, and the actual notifications by
funeral of their parents and 10 father, Obie Bailey, 89. He Main, plans to enroll at Murray Bell.
have, by the end of the year.
crawled out a bathroom window State University in the fall to Funeral arrange
Virgil Garland and Ruel Gar- brother
ments were University of Oklahoma a n d students that they will be ens and sisters.
land.
Prepare for a'career in philoso- incomplete.
Drexel Institute of Technology. rolled.
The 12 Baileys will be buried
We have high regard for the 'Burial will be in the
phy and journalism
Summer classes begin TuesMount in a mass grave. All
For the past six summers she
died in a
ability of our military leaders. Pleasant Cemetery in
She was also on her school
has taught at the University of day, June 17, and continue thrHenry fire that flashed through
Senator Edward' Kennedy said Caunty, Tennessee
the
yearbook and school newspaper
ough August 8. A large selectwith the ar- tarpaper covered house
Denver.
they
recently of the American ass- rangements by the
staffs and participated in draMax H. rented for $65 a month only
Miss Herron is a member of ion of both graduate and undertwo I
ault on Hamburger Hill "the Churchill Funeral Home
matics and debate- activities.
where weeks before Sunday's blaze.
numerous professional organi- graduate courses is available.
assault on Hamburger Hill is triends may call.
She was a member of the NaStudents may still be admittonly symptomatic of a mentaltional Forensic League, French Mrs. A. & Crass will be the
Mrs. Parks, age 48 died MonPolice said Swum and her
to the university for the sumguest
ity and a policy that require day after an extende
speaker
at
Club
the
meeting
and Pep Club.
mer term, according to Gantt.
d illness. brother Roger, who slept in a
of
the
s immediate attention".
Welcom
e Wagon NewMiss Jones, daughter of Dr.
Survivors are her husband, Kel- shack adjacent to the house, U.S.
He said interested students
comers Club to be held on
and Mrs. Donald E. Jones
ly Parks; daughter, Mrs. Burna deliberately touched off the fire
should contact the registrar',
of Thursday,
Jiine 12, at 7:30 p.m.
1606 Keeneland Drive, Murray,
We dieser** completely. Few Dean Schroeder; son, David that all but wiped out their
office for admission forme and
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
graduated ltth in a class of at the Community Center on
\people know all the facts con- Lynn Parks; sisters, Mrs. Anne family, apparently because her
information.
Ellis
Drive.
115
She
SAIGON
plans to enroll at Mur(UPI) — North Vietcerning a military operation, Francis Jobe, Mrs. Allie Under- father disapproved of a boyLast year's summer enroll"How
to
ray
namese
Get the Most Out
State in the fall to pretroops invaded a US.
and looking at it from afar and wood; two grandchildren, Me- friend. They siphoned gasoline
ment established an all-time
Of
Your
Money" will be the
dispassionately, may form com- lissa and Kelvin Schroeder. Al- from the tank of a truck their artillery base on the northern pare for a career as an elehigh with 2,800 students taking
subject of the talk by Mrs.
coast before dawn today, killing mentary education teacher.
classes. An additional 275 stupletely different ideas. Then so surviving Mrs. Parks are her father used in his jab as
Crass, home economics teacher
too, Senator Kennedy is looking mother and step-father, Mr. and Wood County maintenance man, 11 GIs and wounding 32 in • A co-editor of her
dents — representing another
high
for a political,future and grasps Mrs. Vernon Cole.
carried it into the house in a hand-to-hand combat, military school annual, Miss Jones was at Murray High School.
record — attended the three,Hostes
ses
The
spokes
Murray
will
Lions Club hel week inter-session which followmen said.
be Mrs. Jack
at anything which might,be powashtub, and sloshed it throughalso on the staff of-the (school
Keene,
Mrs. Robert Kimball, its regular meeting Tuesday ed the summer term.
The base's defenders mem- paper and
pular in the public mind. His
out the house, police said.
participated in dra- Mrs.
Clyde McDonald, and Mrs. June 10th at the Murray W
bers of the 196th Light Infantry matics and band.
thinking is formed by popular
The inter-session, when only
She
served
as
After touching off the blaze, Brigade, threw out the invader preside
Nade Mahfoud.
man's Club House and hea
thinking, or any idea which
12-15 courses are offered, als
nt
of
the
Tri-Hi-Y
and
which roared through the house and after sunup found 27
Phil Shelton give a report o ways begins the Monday after
might be popular
North was a member of the Quill and
like a torch, they ran outside. Vietnamese bodies, a
the recent trip of the Murray the regular summer term ends
flameFREE KITTENS
When firemen arrived Susan thrower and 12 rifles on the
High School Band to Six Flag and continues until each class
We have little use for him.
An honor roll student, she
batOver Texas.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — and Roger told them the blaze tlefield.
has met 15 times. Students may
also earned the National ForenThree
young kittens are free
Shelton, band director at Mur take only one course, and each
We de net like to see anyone State Insurance Commissioner had started so fast they could
It was one of four Commun- sic League Degree of Excelfor the asking by calling 753, ray High for 7 years, took 81 class
capitalize on a situation such Robert D. Preston today denied not help, police said.
meeting lasts three hours.
ist ground attacks early .today lence award
3096.
of his 86 member band to the The inter-session this summer
as this, particularly when they an increase in automobile inThe firemen were too late. that followed 46 rocket an d
Nationa
l Band Contest at Six will run August 11-29.
could, not change the situation surance liability rates, but Charles Bailey, 41, his
Ru- mortar barrages into South
Flags in early May. The band
4..one iota if they were elected to granted a 22.9 per cent average by, 36, and 10 of their wife
During the regular summer
I Vietnamese towns and Allied
childre
n
was chosen to compete after term, students may take up to
/the position to which they seek. hike in physical damage rates burned to death. The childre
military camps, the U.S. comn,
satisfying the requirement of 10 semester hours of course
The decision came in Use ap- ranging in age
from six months mand said.
receiving a first division rating work. Most classes meet one
One ton of newspapers equals plication of the Insurance Rat- to 17 years were Ted,
Behind
a
barrage
of shells,
Dale,
in state competition 2 consecu- hour a day, five days a week.
• 1,968 pounds of paper and 32 ing Board, whose member com- Steve, Deborah, Timothy,
Mary, the North Vietnamese sprang
tive
years.
panies write about 30 per cent Claudia, Patrici
pounds of ink
In classes which include laborafrom
the jungle 340 miles northa'and Nancy.
The band from Murray High tory or field trip requirements,
of the liability coverage and aeast of Saigon and, throwing
received a first division rating however, there will be a variabout 45 per cent of the physical
Another daughter, Mrs. Judy grenades and using a flameThe name of a motion picture
As part of its new expansion Horkay,
in the National contest and was tion from the normal pattern.
damage coverage in the state. Fury, returne
Bobby
Dodd,
Pete
thrower
Lan,
penetra
ted
d
from her home
the ',camp's program, which features a 2,000 caster,
Is "Can Hieronymus Merkiii As
Richard Walker, Deborah first runner up to the best band
an example, car owners in Illinois to handle
There will also be exceptions
Ever Forget Mercy Humppe and
today's fun- ba:bed wire with 30 men. They seat convention center, two in- Keesee,
in the Lexington area will pay eral arrange
Christy Lowery and Ro- in the class. Shelton said he in 11 graduate workshops schedinflicte
d "moderate" damage.
ments.
Find True Happiness".
door
tennis
courts
(plus
other bert Lewis Stevenson.
was quite proud of the band uled during the regular summer
$11.81 more per year for $100
Military spokesmen said U.S. net games), an indoor
"I don't hate her," Mrs. Fury
yearmembers and indicated they session — seven in agricult
deductible collision coverage said of her
ure,
sister. "I don't have Air Force C47 gunships dropped round ice skating rink and in- The summer
Our Grape Vine has grapes.
season of- light had worked very hard to a- two in home economics and one
and $1.04 more for comprehen- any feeling
for her, but I don't flares and with helicopter gun- door heated 25-meter pool, Ken comedy opens
chieve
this
success.
June 18th with
He said each in education and communsive coverage.
ships sprayed the base's per- Bar Resort, Gilberts
Several Murray folks going aville, has "The Star Spangled Girl" by there was an additional bonus ications.
The higher rates for physical
To run three weeks
mieter with thousands of rounds announced the addition
broad. Favorite stunt is to get
of
a
damage coverage will yield the Neil Simon. Performances are to the trip in the opportunity each, the workshops will be conof machinegun fire before the dinner-theatre. The
some new one dollar bills and compan
first of its
his band members had to hear ducted similar to intersession
ies $2.9 million more per
attack broke off.
kind in West Kentucky, the din- Wednesday through Saturday. other bands from
have them padded along one year
aroundthe classes and will offer three
in premium income.
Dinner
is
A
at
7:30
total
of
p.m.,
73
Viet
curtain
ner-thea
Cong and
edge. Use them for tips. An
tre features award-wincountry. He felt this was quite hours of credit.
The liability increases, which
time
is
North
8:30
p.m.
Vietnam
ese
were report- ning, long-running Broadway
American dollar is prized high- were
educational.
denied, would have broDates and topics of the worked killed in the four ground at- plays by the Actors
ly Overseas.
Other plays scheduled are
Theatre
Shelton lives with his wife shops are:
ught it about $1 million a year,
tacks.
of Murray Repertory Company. "The Odd Couple" by
Neil Si- Vonnie and son Rey at 509 S.
Predicts said.
June 16 - July 4 — AgriculIn the second biggest battle,
a We prize them too.
mon, "Luv" by Murray Schisgal, 7th Street.
Preston said he denied the
ture 503, Animal Breeding;
U.S. Marines drove off-300 guerThe only professional reper- and "Mary, Mary"
Retiring District Governor, Agriculture 555, Advanc
by Jean Kerr.
liability incremes because "no
rillas trying to seize their base tory company in West Kentucky,
ed Soil
Representative Ray Roberts of change would
George H. -Ligon presented a Fertility; Agriculture 670,
be justified" on
Adfurther
With
up the coast, killing 35 the Actors Theatre of Murray
the exception of "The Odd plaque
Timas-is-sponaoring-* bill- whir*
to the club for winning
bodily injury and medical payby United Press International while losing two Leathernecks Repertory Co. (A.T.M.) is made Couple", which will run for first place in the annual district vanced Farm Machinery; and
would womote new projects in ments coverag
es.
Agricultural Education 682, DeTornadoes raked sections of killed and 28 wounded, the corn up of nine members from var- four weeks, all performances Governor's contest which just
highway, hospital and low-cost
However, he said the IRB's
termining Course Content.
mand
are
three
said.
ious
week
cities
runs.
through
out the midhousing construction, plus de- compani
The sea- ended. Club president Codie
west Texas and Nebraska, golf
es are due same inJune 30 - July 18 — Home
ball sized hail accumulated up The two smaller Communist western United States. Manag- son closes September 13th with Caldwell accepted the award
velopment of natural resources. crease
on property damage covEconomics 661, Home Econo.ttacks
the
product
ended with four guer- ing Director of the company is
ion of "Mary, Mary". for the Murray
to a foot deep in Texas and
Business men in Kentucky sur- erage.
Lions Club mics Supervision; Communicarillas killed near Tam Ky, also Brad Smith. Technical Director
veyed reflected the opinion that
which also won the first place tions 501, The
"If they come back on prop- high winds buffeted other parts on the norther
Short Story;
+Ken Bar Resort is located one
n coast, and four is Robert Shook. Other cast
of the Great Plains Tuesday
27 per cent favor the idea,
award last year.
damage, I'd have to say
Communication 502, The Novel,
dead near Dak To, the Central members are: Producer — Al mile south of Kentucky Dom
night.
while 71 per cent oppose the
Z.
C.
Enix
will
be
installe
they're entitled to about half
d Communications 503, Poetry;
Village State Park on Highway
A twister blew out windows Highlands camp threatened by
ide4, while two per cent had no the
as president at the next meet- and Communicatio
$1 million," Preston said.
ns 504, Spec641. For reservations, dial (502)
and damaged roofs of 100 homes a new North Vietnamese buildopinion.
ing'
of
the
club on June 24. ial Articles.
In denying high liability
362-8321.
in -Plainview, Tex., south of up
T
his meeting will be ladies
rates, Preston said the compaJuly 7 - July 25 — AgriculOverall casualties in the overAmarillo. A tornado destroyed
right and will be held at the ture 842, Advanc
nim did not make sufficient al
ed Plant Breedtwo cabins at Johnson's Lake, night barrages were described
South Pleasant Grove United ing; Agricul
lowance for income on investture 671, Advanced
Neb.. about 85 miles west of as light, spokesmen said, with
DANCE SATURDAY
Methodi
st
Church.
ments in that category. Proper Grand
Rural Electrification; AgriculJunior golfers at the CalloIsland. Other tornadoes one civilian killed and three
The Boots and Slippers
allowance was made in the phy- were
tural Education 684, Occupataltod Pres. lataraatleaal
sighted near Bertrand, wounded in the heaviest attack way County Country Club will Square Dance Club will have
ski(damage category, he said. Neb., and
ional Objectives; and Education
on a town, Quang Tri city on play a two-ball foursome Thurs- their regkular
Stratford, Tex.
dance Saturday
The physical damage rate in324, Remedial Reading.
day, June 12. Teeoff time will night,
At Hale Center, Tex., near the upper coast.
June 14, beginning at 8
Mostly sunny and warmer to- creased allowed by the ceder
July 21 - August 8 — Home
U.S. headquarters in addition be at 9:00 a.m. Following are o'clock The dance will
Plainview, hail piled up to a
be held
m,day, high 82 east to 91 west. will vary according to
Economics 611, Advanced Prothe
groups
said
that
will
an
play:
America
the rat- foot deep as winds up to 70
n helicopter flyat
the
Americ
an
Legion
buildFair and warm tonight, low 64 ing territory and the
blems in Child Development.
David Keller — Gaye Miller, ing with Bill
owner's miles an hour lashed the area. ing a spotter mission over the
Dunn as the caller.
east to 71 west. Increasingly age, family status arid
The following 4-H members
Also this summer, Murray
Winds clocked at 63 m.p.h. buf- border Demilitarized Zone 13"2 Geoege Landolt — Ellen Quer- All square dancers and spectaother
cloudy and warm Thursday factors.
from Calloway County attended State is conducting three institwas hit by ground fire Tuesday terrnous; Bubba Hughes — Jan tors are invited to
feted Imperial, Neb.
attend.
with chance of showers, high
the camp counselor training utes — two in the sciences and
t7p to three inches of rain nd forced to make an emer- Purdom, Carl Converse — Kaabout 90
held recently at Western Ken one in Spanish — a study proren Kennedy; Tony Boone —
fell on the eastern Oklahoma gency landing.
tucky 4-H Club Camp at Dawson gram in international education,
No one aboard the copter was Sharon Fandrieh, John McC,age
Panhan
dle;
Willing
floodin
to
g
take
portion
a
chance
s
of
If
FIVE-DAY FORICAST
NOW YOU KNOW
Oklahoma. More than an inch hurt as it flew to a point a mile — Nancy Shuffett; Mike Keller you are, then don't go to the Springs: Randy Lee, Micheal and a Foreign Study League
LOUISVILLE Ky. (UPI) —
of rain was recorded at Doug- south of the DMZ for a safe — Jan Shuffett, Bruce Scott — lake ..because water recrea- Burchett, Chris Aune, Alice tour of Europe.
The five-day Kentucky weather by United Press Internat
Other campus activity will inional las, Wyo., Akron, Colo., North landing. It was the first U.S. Cathy Mitchell; Johnny Hewitt tion has no room for gamblers. Crawford, Christy Lockhart and
outlook. Thursday through Mon. The first woman
clude several workshops f o r
to receive a Platte, and Grand Island in Ne- aircraft lost to ground fire over — Amy Wilson, Doug Lindsay Don't take a chance on the Cathy Lockhart.
day.
Because of this training they high school students and an Upmedical degree in the United braska, and Sioux Falls, S. D. the one since the Nov. 1 bomb — Mary Ann Taylor; Jay Ken- weather ...don't take a chance
• Tempera
tures will average 5 States was Elizabeth Blackwe
will serve as Jr. Camp counsel- ward Bound federal program
nedy — Susan Fandrich, Rob- on your equipment
And in the South, a storm halt.
ll,
being
adedegrees below normal west to a native of England
Nine flights of B52 bombers bie Hibbard — Debbie Landolt; quate . don't take a chance on ors during the week of July 7- for bright high school students
who grad- dumped almost two inches of
about normal east. Normal is uated as an M.D.
went after threats to Saigon Mark Thurman — Lynn Hewitt, life preservers that haven't 11, This is the week that Callo- from low-income families.
from Geneva rain on Tallahassee, Fla.
• high of 84-89 and a low College in New York State
Teachers from throughout the
Thunderstorms also were de- and Dak To in overnight miss- Wes Futgerson -- Beth Wilson; been checked . don't take a way County will go to camp.
afof 61-69.
While at camp they will serve area who will be involved in
ter being denied admission to a veloping across the western ions, the command said Terr- Gay Crass --• Donna Knight, chance by overcrowding your
,
Rainfall will total more than number of other
medical mountain ranges and through orist bombs left two persons Rhonda Garland — Beverly boat. When you take a chance as cabin counselors for t h e Head Start programs this sumhalf inch during the period. schools.
dead in Saigon, one of them I Parker; Thomas.Seller — Tim- on the water, you're betting camp and they will also assist mer are also attending a trainthe South Atlantic states.
with instruction and supervis- ing conference an
my Shown.
child.
. Murray
It)pl.
•
aa .
life
ion in tter arttoittiat at ratan
State rasnone
•
,. •

NSU Summer
Term Starts
Next Monday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs. Kelly Parks
Funeral Wednesday

Teenage Girl Is Charged With
Setting Fire, Killing Family

Viet Cong
nvade
Base

Mrs. A. B. Crass
Speaker For Club

Lions Hear
Band Leader
At Meeting

Increase Granted
For Auto Collision
Insurance Rates

.1

Ken Bar Dinner Theatre Will
Feature Murray Repertory

Tornadoes
And Hail Hit
In Midwest

Two-Ball Foursome
Set, Junior Golf

WEATHER REPORT

4-H Members Go T
Counselor Training
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Theme Is Set
For FHA
Meet In June

PCIE/11111111. by LEDGER &
TIKES MISUSE:MO COMPANY,
• COREellikiMen of the Murray Lodge
r, The Calknray Times, and
TERamnissId. October IS, 11111S, and
the West Kentuckian.
Emma 1. OIL
MS N. ath Street. ISenay, Kiniensby
Min

Quotes From The News

National FHA presides!, EsHunter, a high school sin.
iOr at Sunbury, Ohio, will speak
It the opening session Tuesday
NEW YORK - State Supreme Court
Justice Charles Marks evening, on "Future Homemaksentencing eight Columbia University SDS memb
ers to 30 days in er's Tempo and You."
Jail and $100 ftnes:
Wednesday morning's session
"Since these defendants defied nie order
of this court, they will open with Jake Russell,Ohio
it be prepared to accept the penalty."
County High School, Hartford,
speaking on "Decisions that CouELIZABETH, N. J. - Mayor Thomas
G. Dunn admitting that nt." A panel discussion, "How
be took a $100 campaign contribution
from a man identified by Does Home Economics Contrib!be FBI as a mafia leader.
ute to Decision Making?," led
f; "I doo't apologize for this. It is extre
mely difficult for a man by Miss Mary Lois Willi
amson,
stIn public life to know who he is
meeting. I pray the people of State Department of Educa
tion,
;Elizabeth will trust me."
Frank
fort, will follow,
II
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

telle

a

di
4

ANN ARBOR, Mich.- The father of
slain coed Elizabeth Kalom
At the afternoon session, Ur.
viewing his daughter's mutilated Cody:
Marjorie Stewart, Murray State
"I don't want her, I don't want her-n

ot dead....let the president University, Mrs. Martha Raythe university bury her on the front lawn.
"
mer, Russellville, and Robert
Cochran, WKU, will participate
in a sympodium "Dare to Care
About-Self - Improvement, Communications, and Happy Homes."
LiDGElt A Mtn FIL1
Highlights of the banquet session that night will be the announcement of 18 3300 FHA schMembers of both the North and South
teams with their coaches olarships to outstanding FHA
are honored at a combined dinner meeting of
the Murray Lions members who plan to study home
lub, Rotary Club, and Young Business Men's Club.
economieg in I-Kentucky college,
. -A Girl Scout Day Camp will begin June 20
at the City Park in the conferring of honorary memarray, it was announced today by Mrs. Noel Melugin.
bership to adults, the presenting
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie C. Shroat announce the engag
ement of their of "Decade of Service Awards"
ter, Jo Anne, to Glenn Pace, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin to home economics teachers who
of Salem.
have served as local advisers
Dr. and Mrs. James Stubblefield of Louisville
are visiting his for ten years and the conferring
ts, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubbletield,6e.
of the State Homemaker Degree
—
to 244 members.
- - •
The templet speaker will be a
former national FHA officer,
Miss Patricia Bowman, MontiOet
110, Indiana, speaking on "CoS
mmunications and Youth."
il
State officers for 1969-70 will
I Thy prayers and thine alms are
come up for a memorial before be elected at the busin
ess on Th-Acts 10:4
ursday morning, followed with a
The perfume of a kind deed will last as
long as memory. forum, "Youth's Challenge Today."
The convention will close at
:Amidst! Pesticides
noon following a speech by Miss
Concentrated People/
•
Mary Bell Vaughan, state direct:
COLUMBUS. Ohio (UPI
) COLUSIBUS, Ohio
or
of Home Economics, Depart(UPI
)
!About 300 pestic
ides are avail John B.
Alitchell, sociol
ogist at ment of Education, "Listen :Stile for controllin
g insects. ac- Ohio State
Lniversit. reports FHA's Tempo Speaks," and the
:cording to Richard
Milky, en- that 30 per
cent of America
'
s installation of officers.
ologist at Ohio
State Una- population lives
on 99 per cent
Judy Kaye Hall, Bell County
e.
of the Land
area and the oilum High School, Pineville has been,
One of the safest
mixtures 70 per cent live on
the re- the 1968-69 state president.
1,
me, Miller says. is a com- maining
1
per cent.
' • n of samiathion. metho
The
lion
zy'
s share

i 20 Years Ago Today

WIEDNEZDAY

-

JUNE11.121i1

WSNI-TV
(Weasel 4

if
is

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUELDIFI
ER
Ws morn the right to reject
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THOUSANDS EVACUATED AS GAS MAIN EXPLODES Only smouldering ruins of a destroyed
home remain in Gary. Ind., after an apparently overloaded gas main exploded.
Nine persons were injured, thousands were evacuated, six homes were destroyed and
19 others
were damaged Damage was estimated at $340.000.
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Airlines Now Taking
Reservations for
Rights to the MOM

by United Press International

Today is Wednesday, June 11,
the 182nd day of 1969 with 203
to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are 3fercury, Venus and Saturn.
-The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
By MURRAY .I. BROWN
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day.
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AmeriA thought for the day
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cans and others-and
Desk, 2 Miguel de Cervantes said,
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a virtual certainty
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ly that
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adult disability.
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HOLLYWOOD Here's a true
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a sent
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space
'film, Kim Darby is pregnant
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must weigh at beast 5,000
pounds, be 2540 feet long and
be powered by an internal combustion engine that turns a propeller.
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provideed power for fighter
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Unlimited Hydroplane Regatta. bled, of the twohiaded
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ed with qualifying races and ing a gigantic roonertail
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special events leading up to the
Kentucify Governor's Cup Race
The roostertail is not only a
Sunday.
colorful sight but also is a
Speeding along the Ohio Rivstrategic weapon. The lead boat
er at 150 to 200 miles per hour,
can thwart a challenger's play
the major leaguers of the boat
with the effects of this column
racing world will traverse a 21of water.
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Murray Tops
Paris 12 to 3
The Murray iunerican Legion baseball team rolled over
the Paris, Tennessee American
Legion baseball team Sunday
with a final score of 12-3.
The first five innings of the
g,asne was a tight battle with
the wore tied at 1-1 but Murray broke the game wide open
in the fifth inning with fiye big
nine
The only extra base hit for
Murray was a double by Nall
in the ninthv inning. Murray collected a total of 7 hits during
the game.
The Murray American Legion baseball team will play
Paris, Tenn. at Holland Stadium
Friday night at 7:30 p. m.
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highlighted a three-run ninth inning rally that boosted the Expos
to their victory over the Padres.
By United Press International Maury Wills singled in Bosch
with the third run. Mack Jones
The Mats "Mobile Unit" is drove in three for Montreal, two
spreading pennant fever in New with his 11th homer. Ed Spies10
PONT LEAGUE RESULTS
had a pair of homers and Nate
York.
Colbert
hit
his
Tommie Agee and CleonJones,
12th for the PadR H
the Mets' flashy, young outfield r es.
Meta
200 200 00 4 4 4
ers from Mobile, Ala., smashed
Indians 013 000 01 5 6 5
three home runs and drove insix
runs between them Tuesday night
Astros
020 203 0 7 7 3
to lead New York to a 9-4 triumph
Dodgers
102 010 0 4 4 4
over the San Francisco Giants.
The victory was the Mets' 11th
Thursday Night's Games
Bong Powell is hitting to left
in a row, the longest streak in again and that's one of the reas- Orioles vs Indians
HOUSTON UPI - Jack Nicklaus family ,which
Phils vs. Mats
a the majors this season, and kept ons why the Baltimore
is admirable. But
Orioles
and Arnold Palmer aren't scar- he isn't getting
I the second place Mets seven are going the
in enough pracright way.
--ing anybody these days - on the tice."
games behhel Chicago in the
The 6-foot-I, 240-pound Bldaie
CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS
eve of the 1969 U. S. Open golf
National League's Eastern Divi- more first baseman is
"Sure, I spend a lot of time
string
WASHINGTON on - The champion
ship both of them admit with my family-and I'm going
sion. The Cubs held on to their enough to clobber opposite field
government says research shows they
have problems.
lead by downing Atlanta 3-1,
to go on doing it," said Nickhomers to left with ease and truck and bus drivers' health
"I know what I'm doing wro- laus. "But I'm getting
Elsewhere St. Louis edged Cin- that's what he did Tuesday night and emotional
in plenty
problems are an ng,"
admitted golden bear Nick- of practice-as much as anybody
zinnati 5-4, Houston beat Pitts- as the Orioles routed the Calif- increasing cause
of accident& laus
after playing an 18-hole prac- here."
burgh 7-4, Los Angeles shaded ornia Angels 11-4.
Federal Highway AdministraPhiladelphia 2-1 and Montreal
The left - handed swinger bla- tor Francis C. Turner reported tice round over the steaming
whipped San Diego 7-4.
sted a 420-foot shot to left field Friday drivers be required to Cypress Creek Course where a
In American League action, for a three-run homer that high- gel physical check ups every field of 139 pros and 11 amaMinnesota downed Boston 6-2, lighted a six-run second inning year instead of every three teurs open battle Thursday in
IMPROVE NUTRITION
Chicago stopped Cleveland 9-5, and enabled the Orioles to coast years and that procedures be the 72-hole contest for the title
IRVINE, Calif. CUPS - To imDetroit blanked Seattle 5-0, Balti- to the victory and move four set up to remove drivers who won last year by Texan Lee prove your nutrition, just keep
more walloped California 11-4, games in front of the rest of the become a threat to safety thro- Trevino.
frying your bacon and eggs in
"I just haven't been able to an Iron frying pan.
Oakland defeated Washington 6-4 teams in the Eastern Division. ugh druakeness, use of drugs
correct it," said Nicklaus. The
Dr. Leroy Voris of the Fedand Kansas City outlasted New
"When I'm hitting the ball and bad driving records.
two-time U. S. Open Champion eral Food and Nutrition Board
York 7-6.
well, I hit to left field," Powell
from Ohio didn't disclose what Friday told 600 nutritionists at
LICENSE VACCINE
Agee hit a pair of solo homers, said, "my homers usually come
WASHINGTON MN - The his problem is, but he hasn't the University of California at
his eighth and ninth of the season, when you least expect them. I'm
and Jones slammed a three-run going for the base hit and the nation's first vaccine against won a tournament since San Diego
"Cooking in iron utensils will
shot in the four-run seventh inn- power is there. In 1966 when we Gem= measles, which endan- back in Janaury and on Tuesday
ing to spark the ?Jets. Agee tied won the pennant, I hit 17 of my gers the unborn children of he dropped a little Nassau money go a long way toward providing
the score at 1-1 with his fourth 34 homers to left and I've hit pregnant women, is expected to to Palmer's two over-par 72. the body with its needed iron
Palmer, getting ready for the While you gradually eat away
Inning homer and added another five of my 11 to left this season." be licensed early next week.
Standards governing production last Open he'll play under the the frying pan along with the
in the ninth to help Don Cardwell
Powell drove in 109 runs in
bacon and eggs, your nutrition
record his second victory in 1966 with a .287 average and this of the vaccine were published age of 40, also knows what he
will probably improve."
Friday an levels of safety, pur- has been doing
recent
eight decisions.
wrong
in
year he's ahead of that pace with ity and potency. Children
will years and he thinks he may be
"It's been quite a while since 47 RBIs and a .302 average.
receive the first vaccine avail- correctin
g it. It's his "comesI hit one out of the park," said
"June has been a great month able.
tration.!1_
Agee. "It sure feels good."
for me in the past," he noted.
And strangely enough, Wig
"Pitching, defense, base hits,
"We've got too many good
"COURTESY CALL"
forced to qualify in sectional
breaks...that's what's doing it bats on this club to go into a
WASHINGTON MPS - Robert
competition to earn a spot in
for us," said Manager Gil Hod- team slump. There's the Rob- Gardiner, executive
secretary this
year's Open may have been
ges. "We're finally getting some insons, Paul Blair, Dave John- of the U. N. Economic
Commisruns for our pitchers. Cardwell son and myself. And we've gotten sion for Africa, met Friday with the blessing in disguise that helpsignaled to me in the ninth that added punch from Mark Belan- Asst. Secretary of State Joseph ed him find the cure.
"I went out there knowing I
he was tired and after I saw the ger. Every one of his hits is a Palmer. A State Department
Giants belt those two long home bonus," he said.
apissman said Gardiner's vt had to play well to qualify," exruns, I agreed with him."
American League
Powell has hit just .234 and was "Just a courtesy call." plained the Latrobe, Pa., star
Cardwell, who had three hits, .249 with 55 and 85 RBIs the Gardiner is attending a confer- whose eligibility for an automaEast
scored a run and drove in anoth- past two years and that's one ence held by the Standing Com- tic starting berth expired this
W. L. Pct. GB
er, gave up ninth inning homers of the reasons the Orioles didn't mittee of the World Bank, the year. "It forced me to concen- Baltimore
40 16 .714 to Willie McCovey No. 20 and win after their 1966 success. African Development Bank, the trate. It was like in the old days Boston
35 19 .648 4
Jack Hiatt. Ron Taylor relieved But this year Powell is on the U. N. Develcipment Program when I just had to make a hund- Detroit
28 2.3 .549 94
red bucks if I was going to get Wash.
and shut off the Giants' rally. beam and the Orioles are breez- and PICA.
29 30 .402 1244
to the next stop on the tour." New York 28 30 .483 13
Willie Smith and Ron Santo ing along in first place.
Palmer, now nine years past Cleveland
18 33 .353 19e
hit eighth inning homers to give
In other American League actWest
the Cubs their victory over the ion, Minnesota edged Boston 6-2,
It's the taw-when boaters his only Open triumph qualified
W. L. Pct. SS
with a 70-68 in Pennsylvania.
Braves and hand Ken Holtzman Chicago routed Cleveland
towing
water
are
skiers,
there
9-5,
30 23 .556 his 10th triumph in 11 decisions. Detroit blanked Seattle 5-0, Oak- must be one other person over Both he and Nicklaus have been Minn.
26 24 .520 2%
Smith, pinch-hitting for Holtz- land topped Washington 6-4 and twelve years old in the boot to grimly determined in their prac- Oakland
24 79 .453 6
man, tied the score at 1-1 when Kansas City nipped New York observe the person on skis- tice here and after their 18-hole Seattle
22 28 .440 644
or, the boat must have a rear workout Tuesday, they spent time Chicago
he became the first player to 7-6.
24 31 .436 7
hit a home run into the Atlanta -Minnesota remained 2/2 games view mirror which covers a on the practice tee and then went Kan. City
Calif.
17 35 .327 12%
Stadium upper deck. Al Span- ahead of Oakland in the Western minimum of 170 degree& The right back out for another nine
Tuesdays Results
gler was sake on Orlando Cep- Division by drubbing Boston. Jim Corps of Engineers arks all holes despite the 93-degree heat
Minnesota 6 Boston 2 night
eda's effort *d Santo hi' his Kant pitched a seven-hitter and skiers to enjoy the lakes in and 41 per cent hemidity which
Chicago
9 Cleveland 5, night
this
region;
but
adu
that
they combined to make it hot going
10th homer with'. two out. The doubled in the third inning to triDetroit 5 Seattle 0, night
victory left the Cubs with a 4-0 gger a five-run uprising. Ray observe safety measures. Be over Cypress.
Baltimore 11 California 4, night
Gary Player, the little South
record this season against the Culp went 2 2-3 innings and water wise-and survive.
Oakland 6 Washington 4, night
African
who
is
one of the top Kansas City 7
Braves, the Western Division suffered the loss.
Near York 6,
favorites here because of his
leaders.
Reggie Jackson doubled in the
night
All water skiers must wear hot performa
nce in the limited
Lou Brock led off the game tying run in the seventh inning some
Today's Probable Pitchers
type of life preserver. amount of competiti
with a homer to ignit a four-run and scored the deciding run on A ski
on he has
All Times EDT
belt is alright while ski- had this
year,
offered an exrally that carried the Cardinals Danny Cater's single as the At- ing; but
Boston, Nagy 3-0 at Minnean approved jacket, planation
for Nicklaus' recent sota, Boswell 743, 9 p. m.
past the Reds. Bob Gibson pitch- hletics topped Washington. Paul vest or cushion
must be avail- woes-and Nicklaus
ed an eight-hitter and struck out Lindblad got credit for the vic- able Ni the boat
promptly deCleveland, Tiant 3-7 vs. Chifor the skiers ; nied it.
11 batters in boosting his record tory with 2 2-3 innings of relief and for each
cago, Horlen 4-5 at Milwaukee,
person aboard.
"Jack isn't practicing enou- 8:30 p. m.
to 8-3.
while Dennis Higgins suffered Make safety vrith you when you
gh," said Player . "He has been
Brock's homer, one of his the loss even though he pitched go to the waiter.
Seattle, Marshall 3-7 at Despending a lot of time with his troit, McLain 9-5, 9 p. m.
three hits, Curt Flood's triple, only 2.-3 of an inning.
California, McGlothlin 5-4 at
Vada Pinson's single, a walk
Lou Piniella drove in four
Baltimore, McNally 8-0, 8 p. m.
and Julian Javier's two-run sin- runs with a two-run double and
Oakland, Dobson 4-5 at Washgle scored the four runs in the a two-run single as Kansas City
ington, Moore 5-1, 7:30 p. m.
first. Pinson doubled home Brock edged N'ew York. Dave WickerKansas City, Bunker. 241 at
ea in the eighth with what proved sham came out of the bullpen
New York, Peterson 8-6, 8
to be the deciding run.
In the ninth inning and retired
m.
Bobby Tolan homered for the the side with the tying run on
Thursdays Games
Reds in the eighth to cut the third to preserve the victory.
Oakland at Washington, night
margin to 5-4 ,but Gibson blank- Roy White drove in four rues
Only game scheduled
ed the Reds in the ninth.
for the Yanks.
Marty Martinez singled in
Norm Cash hit his 10th homer
National League
three runs, including the tie- and Earl Wilson, John Hiller
East
breaker in the seventh' inning, and Don McMahon combined on
W. L. Pct. GB
to lead the Astros over the Pir- a six-hit shutout as the Tigers
Chicago
37 17 687
ates. The victory may have been beat Seattle. Wilson went the
New York 29 23 .558 7
to a costly one for Houston, how- first six innings but was driven
Pitts.
26 29 473 11%
ever, since the Astros lost out- out in the seventh by two sinSt. Louis
26 29 473 11%
fielder Jesus Aloe and infielder gles. Hiller retired the one batt-Phila.
18 32 .360 17
Hector Torres after a head on er he faced-Don tdincher on
Montreal
13 37 .279 22
a
collision in left field in the third liner to right-and McMationpitchWest
Innnia.
ed the final 2 2-3 innings.
W. L. Pct. GB
Alou suffered a severe conAtlanta
Rookie Carlos May drove in
32 21 .604
Los Ang.
cussion and Torres was held four runs with a single and a
31 22 .585
1
Cincinnati 27 22 .553 3
overnight for observation. Both pair of doubles to lead Chicago
San
Fran.
players were removed from the past Cleveland. The White Sox'
29 24 .547 3
Houston
28 30 483 644
field on stretchers.
victory broke their five game
e
San Diego 24 34 .414 10
Martinez, playing for the slum- losing streak. Cisco Carlos took
Tuesday's Results
ping Dpug Rader, snapped a 4-4 the win with one inning of relief
Chicago 3 Atlanta 1, night
tie with a two-out single in the work while Mike Paul,the second
St. Louis 5 Cincinnati 4, night
seventh. He earlier had run-pro- of six Cleveland pitchers,sufferHouston 7 Pittsburgh 4, night
ducing hits in the third and fifth ed the loss.
New York 9 San Francisco 4,
innings to score Tom Griffin,
night
who went all the way to even his
Los Ang. 2 Phila., 1, night
record at 3-3. Al Oliver, who hit
HARRIS INJURED
Montreal 7 San Diego 4, night
the pop fly on which the Astro
KANSAS CITY, Mo. MPS Today. Probable Pitchers
players collided, had a three-run Infielder Billy Harris was exAll Times EDT
inside - the - park homer on the 'mind by tam physician Dr.,
Chicago, Hands 5-5 at AtPaul Meyer Monday for an an• Play.
lanta, Niekro 9-4, 8:05 p. m.
Ted Sizemore singled in Jeff kle injury and was placed on
St. Louis, Torrez 1-3 at CinTorborg with two out in the Uhe 21-day disabled list by the
Kansas
ninth inning to lift the Dodgers
City Royals. Harris was
carnal, Merritt 6-2, 8:05 p. m.
•
over the Phillies and hand Phil- injured crossing first base in
Pittaburgh. Blass 5-2 at Houston, Wilson 5-5, 8:30 p. m.
adelphia its ninth straight loss. the final play of Sunday's game
Montreal, Stoneman 3-8 at
Sizemore's bases loaded hit Ni Boston.
San Diego, Kelly 3-4, 11 p. m.
came after loser Woody Fryman
UP, UP AND AWAY-Staa OVER THURMOND??-Denise
Phila., Jackson 4-6 or Johngave up a double to John Miller,
Long, la-year-old basketball star from Whitten, lows son 2-6 at Los Angeles, Osteen
and walked Torborg and Ken
Ahoy, Boaters
demonstrates her skills during an exhibition news coaference 8-4, 11 p. m.
Boyer. Miller was forced at the
your wake
New York. Gentry 5-4 at San
Friday at Univ. of San Francisco Memorial Gym. Here she goes
• plate before Sizemore's game- can swamp the craft of your
fellow boaters who are leas exwinning hit.
one on one against SF Warriors' Nate Thurmond who stands a Francisco, Perry 8-5, 4 p. m.
Thursday's Games
Don Sutton went all the way perienced. Their lives are in
foot taller than the 51.1" Denise. She averaged nearly 70 points
Chicago at Atlanta, night
to record his ninth' victory aga- our hands. The Corps of En.
game
for
Union-Whitte
a
n
where
recently
she
graduated
and
St. Louis at Cincinnati, night
inst four losses. The Phils scor- timers urges all bodes to obthrice scored 100 or more points in a game during her high
"No Wake" areas - for
Pittsburgh at Houston, night
ed their lone run in the fourth
school career. The Warriors drafted Miss Lcing recgritly and Montreal at San Diego.
's sake Observe the rules
night
on Don Money's sacrifice fly.
let everyone enjoy the lakes.
plan to set up a women's basketball league featuring her.
Phalli,' at Los Angeles, night
Deo Bosch's two - run double
04
.games scheduled
-

American League

ruins of a destroyed
exploded. Nine per.
Dyed and 19 others
)0.
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Wilibineday. June
.
The Harris Grove Ileseemaltors Club will meat at the Maks
at Mrs Ina Willman at en
• The club will nib, ell es.
nagements.
•••
The New Coneord Homessah
en Club will meet at the Paris
Leaded Sete Pelt at 10:111
ans. A pelmet laaeheoa will be
served.
Min Patricia Riley and her
•••
Murray Assembly No. 111 Or- friend. Miss Janet Palonis, hay
EImatim
win
ata
Miss Pam Cooper, daughter
1160 Maw
dir of the Rainbow the Girls returned to their home in Dehe servedd lbe(Mew Cosaheld its regular mostlag en troit, Mich.. after • week's visit of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Camp of
ty Country Club at mesa Hee
Tuesday, June 3, at saves V. with Miss Riley's grandmother, Murray Route One, has comWm are 16esdiense Jabs Pasclock in the evening at the Ma. Mrs. Mora Farmer, 109 North pleted plans for her wedding
es. Tammy Carroll, Larne Deto Rickey Alexander, son of Mr.
soak
nth Street, and other relatives
res. Freddie Fitch, Castle ParkMiss Patricia Evans worthy In the city and county. They and Mrs. Elbert Alexander of
Are you buying a necktie for quality of food he eats, or the
er, Buford Hart, James Lesseadvisor, presided and Miss Bol- also visited friends in ?Whelk. Murray Route Six.
that Father's Day gift? Women kind of toys he has,
es Kirk Pool, Tom Rowlett,
The
wedding
will
be
an
Riley, recorder, read the min- Tenn, while here.
event
There are many other factors I
John E. Scott, Vernea Shown a
of Friday, June 20, at seven- buy 85 per cent of all neckties
•••
utes.
for men and no doubt Dad's that will influence a child's emot,
Misses Nita Graham sod Bas
thirty
o'clock in the evening at
Correspondence was read
hers WWI'S&
the Northside Baptist Church. taste doesr't always coincide ional growth but none so imporfrom the Grand Assembly which
•••
Mrs. Jerry Graham will be the with yours. If in doubt about what tant as the love, understanding
will convene in Louisville July
tie to buy, ask the clerk for and respect he is given by his
A Junior Golf trophy potluck
pianist.
amper will be held at the Cal- 6, 7, and 8 with headquarters
advice.
Your best bet is to stay parents - Miss Irma Hamilton
The
bride
-elect
has chosen as
Kentucky Hotel. Banquet
Executive Council of the
loway County Country Club at et the
reservations should be in hp Calkrway County High School her maid of honor her cousin. moderately conservative. A matsetae p.m. Trophies for the
F.HA. held a meeting in the Miss Wanda Faye Tynes. Mrs. ching tie or a mildly contrasting
June 10.
111118 seams will be presented.
one is usually a wise choice. The
The
girls
were reminded of borne of Miss Lucy Ann Forrest, Susan Cunningham, sister of the
• ••
groom
-elect,
will
be
the
brides- hula girl, animals or ghastly
the party to be held at the the advisor for Calloway High
The Wesley= Circle of the
Psychedelic colors may be cute
maid.
home
F.H.A.
Miss
of
Barbie
Tuesday,
June
Keel
3,
on
at
3:00
First United Methodist Church
Larry Cunningham, brother- on the rack but are not very
Reports were made on in the afternoon.
June
13.
MRCS will meet at the Colonial
visits to Owensboro and Dm&
Ellen Watson opened the in-law of the groom -elect, will attractive when tied around Dad's
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p.a.
erne
meeting by giving the results be the best man and Richard neck, - Catherine C. Thompson Group II of the Christian Wo•••
Tynes, cousin of the bride-elect,
men's Fellowship of the First
Out of bows visitors were of the chapter evaluations for will be groomsman.
Tleuvedev, Jens 12
Do your slipcovers need to be Christian Church held
The ushers
'the
past
year.
its reThe Dorothy Circle of the Miss Audrey C. hitahlor, Mrs.
will
be David Alexander and replaced? Consider the advantag- gular mlrithly
All of the new and old officmeeting on
First Baptist Church WMS will Vivian C. Maker, amd /Ire.
Tommy
es
Types.
stretch
of
nylon
covers
that
ers
were
present
Tuesday,
for the meetJune 3, at two-thirty
meet at the home of Mrs. Joe Merle F. Mahler, all frees NevaMiss Gail Vaughn will keep come in a great variety of cus- o'clock in the
ing, with the ones leaving office
afternoon at the
Johnston, Farmer Avenue, at da. California.
the
register
at
tom-tailo
the
church.
red styles and sizes to home of Mrs. Annie Bailey.
a:30 us.
Umbers preset were Coa- giving helpful advice to the new
All
friends and relatives are fit practically all kinds of chairs
• ••
sts Niecim, Marilyn Lasater, officers. At the close of the
business meeting the Chapter invited to attend the wedding. and sofas. They are machine- The meeting was opened with
The Woman's Missionary Soc- Irene Futrell, Donna Boyd,
washable, quick-drying, and need CWF prayer and Mrs. Frank
*mg was sung by the group.
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist
Evens. Angela Beane, Kris
no ironing.
A potluck dinner was enjoyed
Mrs. Mildred W. Roberts, group chairman, preChurch will hold its general Kimball, Linda Showman. Desided at the business session.
later
Potts
by
those
attendin
g
the
meeting at the church at two aice Kalberer, Barbara Medd,
Mrs. Clyde Jones, secretary,
p.m. Mrs. Earl Lee will be in Cindy Welch, Paulette Marko- meeting. They were Rita Cha'Freezing Vegetables: Before read the minutes and reported
vich, Barbie Keel, and Betsy ney, Ellen Watson, Rkki Hopcharge of the protium.
kins, Mary Janice Morton, Jacfreezing, all vegetables must be 33 calls, 11 daily devotions,
• ••
Riley.
Budzko,
kie
scalded to halt the action of en- eight read World call, and the
Lathy
Stubblefi
eld,
The West Side Homemakers
Adults attending were Mrs
Dorotha
Jackson,
zymes
Beverly
that would otherwise cau- year's financial goal of $466.00
RogClub will meet at the City Park. Frances Churchill, mother adse loss of food- value, flavor, had been met.
They will make burlap towers. visor, Mrs Inns Sledd, Henry ers Carolyn Venable, Emily
color and texture, during stor•• •
Medd, George Williams, and Morris, Charlotte Harmon, Joan
It was announced that
Perry, Vicky Cheney, Wilma
age. The time required for scaldthe
The Cumberland Presbyterian Mrs Tette Colemaa.
general CWF meeting will be
Smith,
Jeanne
Locke,
Carla
ing
will
depend
upon
the
a
kind o
Women of the North Pleasant
The next meeting will be
vegetable and the size. - Miss potludi supper at the home of
Grove Church will meet at the held on Tuesday, June 17, at Watkins, and Patty Greer, AdMrs.
0.
B.
visors
present
were
Boone
Miss
On
ForPatricia Everett
Tuesday,
home of Mrs. Thomas Jones, seven
mabbflic Hall. rest and Mrs.
June 17, at 6:30 p.m.
Bess Hulick.
•••
South 12th Street, at one p.m.
• ••
• ••
Emotional And Social DevelopMrs. Frank Roberts gave the
ment Of A Small Child - Human
The Welcome Wagon Newworship
on "The Great Love of
JAIL
GOURMET
comers Club will meet at the
relations in the home influence
God" with the scripture reading
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
the emotional development of the
loaa-20.
•• •
itiorrthitiranrattitst
Mrs. A. B. Austin was the
LONDON UPI - Clive Peel
Miss Ruby Faye Cole brideFriday, JINN 13
factor.
program leader for the day and
The Retired Teachers Assoc- elect of Jerry Dee Lamb was Overshy has been in jail once,
The parents are like a mirror showed slides
of her trip to
iation will meet at the Old complimented with a tea show- and he wants to go back - 19
In which the child sees himself. Europe Last
summer. The group
er at the home of her parents times more.
Court House at 2 o'clock.
The child begins to learn feelings enjoyed
scenes from many of
.
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. allirville Cole on
But only4day.
k
about himself from the way tim- the countries she visited.
at a time. BLACK SUPPORT Graduation
The North Murray Homemak- May 31, 1969.
(iversby
ily members respond to him.
ed authorities at Brandeis University in
The gracious hostess for the to permit him
ers will meet at the hoses of
visit 19 English Waltham. Mass., finds about
Nineteen members were preoccasion were Mies Nancy Bak- prisons to gather material for
Mrs Rona Cole at 1:311 pa.
75 students with this red
The attitudes of parents exert sent, with one guest, Mrs. Wila
•••
er, Miss Brenda Harrison, Mu geed food guide he is writing
on hand thinciled pa their a powerful influence on the child liam Groggths.
The Rath Wilson Circle of Barbara Rose, Mrs. Judith Ain Ws.
gowns, to show support for in the formation of his personali
During the social hour rethe First United Methodist ley and Mrs. Patricia Galloway "A day should be,long though black students
who occupied ty. The things parents feel will frershments of delicious cake
sister
the
bride-elect.
of
Church WSCS will have a dinto sample the cuisine," he said. the administration
building have more influence on the emot- and beverages Were served by_
The guests were greeted at
er at the Holiday Inn at se
for 11 (1;iy, in January
ional growth of a child than the Mrs. Bailey.
the door and asked to sign the
p.m.
•••
guest register by Mrs. Norville
•
If
Cole, mother of the bride-elect.
Saturday, June 14
The
register
taiile
was overThe Omicron Alpha Chap
laid with a white tablecloth and
of the Tau Phi Lambda
will have a picnic at the ham accented, with an artificial flowof Mn. Glenda Smith at Ulf er arrangement, gilt of t h e
groom-elect.
p.m.
For the bridal occasion the
•••
bride-elect chose to wear a powder blue bonded linen dress
with a hostessess gift corsage
•
of red carnations. Her mother
wore a red and white decree
dotted swiss dress. Mrs. Dee
Lamb, mother of the groomMiss Ruby Pay, Cole, bride- elect wore a pink double knit
elect of Jerry Dee Lamb was dress. Both wore corsages of
honored by a luncheon at the white carnations, gifts of the
hostesses.
Triangle Inn on May 29, 1909.
The bride-elect opened her
The hostesses for the occas- many gifts and placed them
ea
ion was Mrs. Roy Rose and her a gift table that was
covered
daughter Miss Barbara Rose, with a white tablecloth
and maaunt and cousin of the bride. toyed with a shower umbrella
.
sleet.
The serving bide mei coverInvited guests were the hoe. er-With a
ivory tableoree Miss Ruby Faye Cole, her cloth and centered with a
bride
mother, Mrs. Norville Cole and and groom and flanked
by red
her sister, Miss Donna Cole. rose buds and cut glass
bud
The Maternal grandmother, Mrs. vases.
A. J. Hughes, was also present.
Refreshments of cake, punch.
The honoree was presented nuts and mints were
served.
with a personal gift.
Miss Brenda Harrtspn and Mrs
Judith Ainley served the punch
Miss Nancy Baker and Miu Barbara Rose served the cake. Appointments were of cut glau
crystal.
Approximately
seventy-five
guests called or sent gifts.

Patricia Evans Is
Presiding Officer
At Rainbow Meet

1 The counselor
:...needs the help
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were not getting along
at all well together, so we went to a marriage counselor He
said we ought to straighten OURSELVES out, and suggested
we go to a psychiatrist.
Well, the psychiatrist hsteaed to us, and said be didn't
"think we needed psychiatry, we needed to wart out our
marital problems, so we went back to this marriage
eimmelor.
.f• .
He talked to us a while and then said we just weree't
riebt for each other, and we never should have gotta*
married in the first place [Wasn't that helpful?) We've been
married for nine years, have three children and think our
marriage is worth saving. What do you suggest?
PILLAR TO POST
DEAR PILLAR: I thial knee what kind ef "marriage
• cessaseler" yew west te. hat he seeds to straightes
ire HIMSELF ant. Ask the psychiatrist vibe WM you is me a
marriage counselor te reemaniesd see.
DEAR ABBY: What can be done about people who keep
TOUCHING you when they talk to you? This irritates me no
end. Even tho I may like that person very much, I feel so
resentful when they poke, nudge, and hit me to emphasize
some point in their conversation. [Oddly enough, more
women are guilty of this than men.]
I realize that the toucher probably doesn't even realize
she is doing it at the time, but this is of little comfort to me.
Is there some dipiomatic way to put a stop to it, or must I
give up my friendship with such a 7.ersan?
•t•OKEIN
, MANHATTAN
DEAR PORED: There is NO way to &feud yeerseM
against the samsyance re compulsive touchers, pokers. or
nudger:. Either keep mat of their reach or stay eut ef their
mespasy Aar/Ember.
DEAR ABBY: If they held a werld-wide contest to find
the Champion Sinner of all time, I mil eater my husband
* mid he would win hands dank
Name the commandment aid he's Wien it. He can look
yen in the eye and be with both hands as the Bible!
!- Why, if that man told me
the Isimee was on fire
wouldn't move a muscle until I saw the flame.
Now here is the part you won't beim. Where do you
this sinner speeds most of his time! In church!
limy,low ia it mimed to take for the efaieberli noesis soak In!
"SAVED" IN • NASIIVILIJI

;

DEAR "SAVED": N. the firms. But yea can't eautee much about a Esau who spends most ef his time
• tease ef worship. A dowels is e hospital for siesers*net a museum Mr saints.
1
2'

DEAR ABBY: lifben my see was married about all

/*mouths ago, I gave him my original wedding band to place

:ioo his bride's finger. II have another one.)
'a
The marriage lasted only a few months, a clean break
'
ask has been made, and my son and the girl are not even on
speaking terms Since my son thought this was going to be
a
,,lasting marriage, the shock of its failure has caused him
\
lama emotional stress.
I would like to have my wedding ring back, but I do not
/.twaM to ask my son to get it back for me.
a:.
Should I ask the girl myself? Or shook! I ask her asother? The ring can't possibly mean anything to the girl
;sued it means a great deal to me.
WONDERING
T.
*DEAR WONDERING: Ask the girl for the rag. You've
'
,
nothing Is lose.
•
Everybody has a prehiess. What's years? Fur a
personal
reply write I. Abby, Box wee, Los Ameba, Cat.
Wee. sea
ectsee a stampet self-addressed sweeps.

f

x

'

Mahr Is write beers? Bead $t Is Abby. Ilea
1111111,
cat. mew he As baguet."b.he WIRY
=
Geonsiens."

The death rate for emphysema, Emphyse
ma was responsible
t rising disease in the Unit_ for 20,252 deaths in the U. S.
States, has doubled every five in 1966,
last year for which
s since 1945.
figures are available.
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MINUS

Miss Pam Cooper
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

-4

Han.

Calloway County
FHA Holds Meet
nil

Mrs. Annie Bailey
Hostess For Meet •
Of Group II CWF
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•
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Bridal Tea Shower
Held Recently For
Miss Ruby Cole -

• •

Miss Ruby Cole
Honored Recently
Wth Luncheon

This
used car is
guaranteed
100%.

4
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Many people have the mistaken
Impression that TB is no longer
a serious problem. They couldn't
be more wrong! Last year more
than 1,000 sew, active cases were
reported in Kentucky.

•

("The &olio ouoruntees 100% to repair oe Polo,e the eoq.nr.
•tronvnission • reor axle • front axle assemblies • broke system
••4•Cht•ol cream For 30 days o.1000 rmles who<
hover come. si

•

0
Do you check your car
starting a trip/ Check before
to
A health checkup yourself
a tuberculin test or a including
chest X-ray
is recommened by
your TB and
Respiratory Vlsease
non.

•

1
•

Arm Fon ssas, $40,000 -Mrs. Marie Shaw perches prettily on hood of husband
Ken's
;
I
car. waiting for a buyer, presumably. after the and/or the car were advertise
d "For
%
Sale" in Canterbury. England. She had Complained that the car was cold and
drafty.
His ad read -Car or wife must go Car 1963 MGR, red, all extras. 500 pounds
1$1.2001 Wife 1944 5 ft 36-21-341 25.000 pounds i$0.O0Oi or nearest offer."

The number of new cases
of
lEmphysema seen by
physicians
Increased 64 percent
between
1963 and 1967, the Kentucky
TB
and Respiratory Disease
Association reports.

Christmas seals fight tuberculosis all year long.

How to spot a beauty.
It's easy.

Go down to your lo-cal Volkswagen used car lot.
And
look for a car with a big blue and white sign in
•
the window.
Like the one shown above.
Only a car that's passed our rugged I6-point
inspection earns this 100% guarantee.*

•

This states that for 30 days or 1000 mites,
whichever comes first, if anything conks out that
the
guarantee said wouldn't conk out, well fix
it free.
Including replacements, parts and labor.
So now you know how to spot a beauty.
The cream of the crop
A car that won't turn into a beast.

•

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
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of the Christian Woowship of the First
Church held its re
nthly meeting on
une 3, at two-thirty
the afternoon at the
Ira. Annie Bailey

announced
i/F meeting
pper at the
. Boone on
t 6:30 p.m.

Your
Country
Doctor.

that tin= rg
-h
will b.& III
home of
Tuesday,

ink Roberts gave the
n "The Great Love of
the scripture reading
B. Austin ins the
eader for the day and
ides of her trip to
it summer. The group
cenes from many of
ries she viaitet

•
••••••••••

n members were preI one guest, Mrs. Wiliam.
the social hour re.: of delicious cake
ages dere served by_
V.

L.S. Savings Bonds are preventive medicine. They help keep
America strong and healthy.
Bonds am builders, too.
Theyll pay you back $4 for every
$3 in just seven years. And no
state or local income taxes.
A new house, a dream vacation,
your son's schooling: your choice.
Prescription: Take one Road
each month through the Payroll
Savings Plan. Sign up today.

Take stock in America
Rey U.S &Me.esseds & Node.Sheme

Investment Company Institute
points out that institutional money has been flowing into mutual
funds in greater amounts for
some time. Unit sales of $25,000
rand over now account for almost
half of all mutual fund sales, the
firm points out. Of all the many
types of institutions owning fund
shares, labor unions have the
highest average investment, church and religious organizations
the lowest.

BREAD

VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE

With Coupon and $5.00 or More Purchase
:HYDE PARK

...
BREAD
2

(Reg.
2/35c)

Top

l

8:00 a.m. -

9:00 p.m.

REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN et RIO STAR
Limit One Cm/pee Per Ceelesste•

REDEEM ALL 3
COUPONS WITH A
$15.00 PURCHASE

MAYONNAISE

WE GIVE QUALITY STAMPS

er-IN

Personal or Payroll

HYDE PARK

Mayonnaise

REDEEM AT COC PER MARTIN or BIG STAR
l,rn,t One Coupon Per Customer

*IOW WWWWWWWW-$_

Limit: 1

ICE MILK

39,

EdtjNAS

39t
3.0.3$1.00

9 °z

SWEET CORN

ZUMilailiaiisitIgik*

With Coupon
and $5.00 or More
Purchase

/

Che
ese Pizza
Rosedale

cons

1 202 tol3x13

BANANAS

302 $100
I

BREAST -O-CHICKEN

TUNA

WASH
CLOTH

10.01.$139
lc, i

COFFEE

69;

1-lb.

bag

With This Coupon and Purcha
se
of $5.00 or More
12 x 12 to 13 x 13

1.119
10 Lb. Bag

19

WASH CLOTH

2'29
3Lb.

ONIONS -u it

bog

49c

70

Henni Y
rGerb
FOO
e D

-13:0:1GNA LIVER
GROUND BEEF
PORK ROAST

ittwvo

OIL
CHEEZ-IT'S

59v

SUNSHINE

S",v/0"
Natural Color Portrait

SAVE 30t WITH COUPON BEL
OW
v90

BATH TOWEL
37t
TOWEL
i •
lb
'39' (

LB.

VALUABLE

TOWE
L
$138

1 Per Person /

2 Per

Family /

Groups S1.47

• The Lasting Gift
• Select from Several Poses
• Babies and Children of All
Ages
• Portraits Delivered in
Store

FRUIT PIES
4 $1.00

•

Photographers Hours Daily

10-

Per Person

1.47
No
Handling Charge
— 2-6

COOPER MARTIN
Rel-Air Shopping Genter
Murray,. Ky

Blue

i••on

3 pt g.$100

31111 TISSUE
Blue R ibbon

C.

TOWEL
W,°.
$168
Coupon
I

Coupon
I
Nohow, Ceepon

WiiNwet Ceepress Si PS

Coupon Valid Thru June 14, 1969
REDEEM AT COOPER-AtARTIN et SIO STAR
Limit One Cesopen Pm Customer

,23
s•

"•
e

FRESH

PORK

CHOPS
VALVE PAR

9t

lb. 5

Rump Roast

lb

99'

SWIFT PREMIUM ProTeo or
CHOICE QUALITY

ROUND
STEAKS
Whol
e

Cut

FACIAL TISSUE

June 10-14 •

•

or

Wilt

65c

COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON ON ONE
JUMBO BATH
BEACH

SLICED SLAB
lb.

$168

SAVE

"IL 49'

Boston Butt

BACON

-1

BEA

$
4V-4VOW SIV
"
VOW-WV
,
$-1
IONE IN CUT REEF

OF YOUR CHILD
Lima

2'69'

REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN
or SID STAR
Limit On• Coupon P•r Customer

www wtvo

KRAFT
- 32-01
bettl.

•

Coupon Valid Thru June 14,
1969

c!embers

•

(Reg. 771

Lettuce
FANCY SLICERS

49f

COUPON 71.7

FREE

FRESH CRISP

POTATOES

can

IRE
El

With Coupon
Below and
$5.00 or More
Purchase

4-- ---,mir
e• •
VALUABI

lb.
New R eo

(Reg.
37s) 6'2-oz.29
ROOT BEER
INTANT COFFEE
JFG

V0f./

GOLDEN RIPE

(•
cons

I

38c I

12

'
111W

59s:

121S-01
Nee

GREEN '(AS

•

All von
Flavors

(Without Coupon 6/59c)
With This Coupon and Purchase
of $5.00 or More
Coupon Valid Thru June 14, 1969

CHEF SOY•AR.DEE Frozen

Chunk

DRINKS

REDEEM AT COOPER MARTIN or BIG STAR
Limit Ono Coupon Per Customer

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
3 $1.00
Light Meat

S

SHASTAAVE

l2-oz.

NAY S

_

REDEEM ALL 3
COUPONS WITH A
$15.00 PURCHASE

SHASTA
DRINKS

Lilly

28`

32;
(Without Coupon 59c)
With This Coupon and Purchase
of $5.00 or More
Coupon Valid Thru June 14, 1969

32-oz.
jar

HYDE PARK

VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE

With Coupon
and $5.00 or More
Purchase
(Reg. 594)

We Cash Checks

Rose

looviss 18C

(Without Coupon 2/35c)
With This Coupon and
Purchase
of $5.00 or More
Coupon Valid Thru June 14, 1969"

HYDE PARK

SHOP and SAVE!!

(Reg. 491

...

Unlit 2 Loaves

STORE HOURn

w

ATTENTION
MOTHERS

s, which that the
x It free

REDEEM ALL 3
COUPONS WITH A
$15.00 PURCHASE

16-oz.
loaves

TOENAILS CHECKED
WORCESTER, England UPI.
Cindy was having her toenails
checked today - with an X-ray
machine.
Cindy is an elephant, and the
X-ray machine was the only way
attendants at the Dudley Zoo
could figure to check her feet.
"Long ingrowing toenails can
cause an elephant great discomfort,' a zoo spokesman said.

fOOdS

GJD DEPARTMENT STO' ES

"ARC" ANGEL
Franette
Ottolino leaves high school
In Elmwood Park, Ill., anticipating becoming the first
coed at Illinois State to major in industrial technology.
There is unmistakable evidenFranette, 17, broke high ce that the great 1961-69 business
school tradition by taking boom is reaching the end of the
Industrial arts courses, and line, says Spear and Staff. Rewon a Chemetrolt aci4olar- move the effect of price rises,
ship. She's got hr 'Welding and you discover that the rate
of "real" economic expansion
helmet with her.
has been declining, quarter by
quarter, since early last year.
Even so, the stock market may
continue stable as long as money
is available at a price ,the firm
adds.

•

Finr,st

COOPER
ARTIN

Reynolds & Co. is surprised
and relieved that the market is
doing as well as It is in the face
of "one of the most publicized
and severe credit crunches in
recent history". The general list
seems to be drifting off sideways
rather than going down abrigitly,
It says, "Stocks with a story
continue to be active and strong,
suggesting there still is no shortage of speculative sentiment."

>up

ling was opened with
rer and Mrs. Frank
:num chairman, prethe business session.
le Jones, secretary,
ninutes and reported
11 daily devotions,
World call, and the
ncial goal of $466.00
net.

On. Tt

Ostrwhat further thanJames Dines
& Co. expected, but the flue
still looks for a renewed buying
point soon.
The pattern of blue Mondays
is here again, the ffrm says,
and most short4erm indicators
point down, The advance-decline
'ratio continues negative and the
number of now lows eadi day
continues to dominate the number
of new highs. Nevertheless, the
firm says, technical indicators
remain bullish and the market
probably will work itself irreg.
nlarly higher.

food he eats, or the
s he has.
.re many other factors
ifluence a child's emot
rth but none so imporle love, understanding
ct he is given by his
Miss Irma Hamilton

Isnie Bailey
is For Meet
II CWF
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HYDE PARK ROUND TOP

NEW YORK UPI - The stock

inrket (Menus Is continuing so-

•

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Wall Street
Chatter

• •

610106

&

lb.

99,
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I"SEAT THE DUST SALE
STARTS THURSDAY MORNING
*
We Must Move The Furniture Out Before It's Covered WITH DUE
1_
The Dirt Movers Are At Our FRONT DOOR

WIGGINS FURNITURE
2 1/2 NIES MTN If MURRAY ON BENIN ROAD 153-4566

FURNITURE, HOTPOINT APPLIANCES, FLOOR COVERING
EVERTING IN THE STORE MARKED WAY - WAY DOWN
— 1416
VISS ihe
CO.
FURNIIURE Covering
Floor
WIGGINS
Appliances -

753-4566
Phone
Furniture Kentucky
—
R. #2
Murray,
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941V.
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SEE THESE SPECIAL DISPLAYS NOW!
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MURRAY

• •
OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL
MIDNIGHT
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUE
. & WED.
EVERY DAY LOW LOW PRICES
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT
OUANITIES.
•

R
5
G
L
O
b
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.
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Muntsy,

Era
28
SICON
L.69
5/3%3NS89 STEAK
c
o
589 Kgicter6
COUNTRY SKILLET

KIM

Grade "A"
Whole LB.

08A
79

PEAS
CORN
PICKLES
("FEE

1 1969

AT LIBERTY YOU GET ONLY U. S.
PRIME BEEF.

Coupon
1

NNW

_J-

•
.

L8.

TEENIE WEENIE
No. 2 Sieve

No. 21h89
0
CANS

MORRELL
MEAL TIME
Sliced Rindless

FRESH
SLICED PORK

LB
6
9

TEENIE WEENIE
White Cream Style
Of Whole Kernel

FIRST Cut

CENTER CUT
LB. 79c .
Lb.

BONDS
KOSHER DILL
OT.
JAR

49'
73'FRWV5

'MAXWELL HOUSE ,
LB.
CAN

8ALLARD
&PILLSBURY

'0

KY

-4

irmartromair

SACRAMENTO

•

it

ar

il

CH A
gU
4X1 c

•

„.,:
"1. :
.

t

KENTU

GRADE "A"
All Sizes

ARMOUR
12 Oz. Pkg.

o
4
9

SAUSAGE

8 Oz.
CAN

e3
1
t

PORK
,149
4
-Cixtrotry-Styte.-- Lb. -

OIL EfirfeD
H
A
M
S
9
89°
7
RESSING 39 PENI 5
S
A
L
A
.
4
9
c
cilasuP7HoumNTA.ST 3
FABSGER 49°
CRISCO 369
FAT BACKLI
WESSON
480z.
JAR

HIND QUARTER

GERBERS
Strained
43f Oz.
JAR

FORE QUARTER

SHANK PORTION

C

LB.

BUTT
PORT ICN
LB. 59c

C

L8.49

SMOKED

6 to 8 Lb. Ave.

DPirst Prize

Qt. Jar

MEAT
LB.

20 Oz.
Bottles

CHICKEN PARTS

TURNERS
HALF
GAL.

Al

OLEO
•

YELLOW
SOLIDS
SHOWBOAT

ARK 81
EANS

3 Oz.
CAN

Dim BELLE LB. PKG. 1

ICKERS
EA 43

LIPTON

FRESH
Gizzard LB. 39c

9
4

FRESH PORK

BRAINS LB.39c
I.

LIQUID
BLEACH

IiNASALMkON

MONTE

AUD

Kobey

EF LIVER SLICED 39°
kIRK LIVERSLICEDLB

CHUNK

TALL C NA

A 0211 CAN

ICE BERG
LARGE HEAD

19

moNsDcz.390
Cz.1 EGGS
9°DFaultEles TERGENTS'BANANAsioc
RA
Di
sH
Es
cE
B
L
A
L
G
.
50
/27
. 5-9'
SUNK 1ST

Can

LIBERTY COUPON

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
with this coupno and the purchase
of 10 lbs. Red Potatoes.

V.

FRESH

4

GT.
BOTTLE

4 Oz. Pkg.

LI ERTY C UPON
GODCHAUX
5 Lb. Bag 4k
SUGAR
10 Lb. Bag 79c
With Coupon & $5.00 Add. PurTob.& Dairy
Products Exc. Limit 1 coupon per family
Vol.Af • J ne 11 I

LB. 59c
LB. 55c
LB. 49c
LB 29c
LB. 10c

FRESH PORK
LB.

2 2T
LI35.

42

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS
FRESH
LIVER LB. 79c

NICE THICK

After -Juno 17- 1969

Easy Time

giant

oz can

LIBERTY COUPON

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
with this coupon and the purchase

of 3 lbs. or more Crowd Beef
ft - r June
196

4-v6ra-A

GOLDEN RIPE

FRESH CRISP

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHE ST STAMPS 50
with this coupon and $3.00 or
more purchase from our Drug Rock
Vol. After June IT 1969

-
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Credibility Gap May Go
On Forever Is Ruction

60.0.

WEDINIEZDAY — JUNE_ 11, 1969

Bari Again
HOLLY1f4X)D (UPI) Jose Crawford returns omen
mere to the big selves to Starr
in -Trek"
nasee-fieSien thriller Ow Warner Brae

1

•••
Presidmits may come and Pr- arriving at quite a different conclusion.
FadeParaphrasi
ng the
esidents may go, but the midiBeet Seam
Witty gap may go on forever. ration's finding that "SociailliaoFer
urity
is
a
targets
real
Ifs
NM,
This is the reaction of resear,
NoLLMOOD (UP?) chers at the National Federatioa but considerably lest10 $1111' OW
Edward Ashok is ervit_he
—i.
of Independent Business after ers", it voiLd apple Sid the
tawenpiny fins 'ilse
Federation
eencuira
TO
OW
IOW'
studying Me fall-neale
Connection," die ampeeneZZ
cy article,
by the Social Security
long eh the best spier Ils(
The Social Security publicist
tration to refute Federation crit
•••
icism of the old-age retiremeot start with the proposition that
employee
the
drawing
tax,
per4
system, a rebuttal which paints
abrelices Doom
a rosy picture for today's young cent interest, will make a tend of
"almost
exclusive
of
$38,000,
BOMBAY (tiFf) couples who live to age 79.
deltaic Mien Dori dewed 11
The public's credibility (or contributions made for him by
Mem and 45 iinimites to set
gullibility) is being tested again, his employer".
Are "contributions made for
a record for now-seop kaehak
says the Federation
(an laden dams gears) dancing.
1
Last ear, the Federation did him by his employer" to be dis31teei baps her
4: a cost-study of Social Security missed? asks the businessmen's
she wei#ied shoat 114 pounds.
which found that a 25-year-old Federation, pointing to some cooAdministration
among
k fte r the performance she
!' and his employer will pay up to
wentalind 106 peewits.
$31,293.60 (excluding Medicare) spokesmen on this point. Last
•
Ow MAIN guiNs, AgsciN mAgoo Flames envelop the
•• •
for Social Security coverage da- year, Commissioner Robert M.
tower
bell
of
Main
Old
as
fans
it
on
the
campus
of
South1 ing 40 working years and, at 4 Ball, answering the Federation's
DMT malog —Taking off from a hill top near the Demilitarized Zone in South Vietnam,
ern Illinois University in Carbondale. Built in 1883, the tower
Iah.a sapient city, Neer
percent compounded as collect- study in the American Medical
atter landing supplies for U.S. Marines, a CH-46 helicopter raises clouds of
was on the oldest administration building on the campus.
roads.
Association
miles
of
3,7'74
dust.
News,
"the
said
emDelhi, his
ed, this would build to $73,275
Arsonists
were
blamed.
About
students
100
helped
save
317 g.attiroment time. The Faders- ployer's Social Security contrib.
some of the artifacts and historical records in the building.
MIA concluded that today's young ution is not earmarked for the
benefit
of
particular
the
employman and his wife will have to
defy life expectancy tables to ee". Now, the Administration Federation, is: How many coupcollect anything near his equity drum-beaters acknowledge con- les now in their mid-ZOs will
on benefits of $323 a month tributions are "made for him" both survive until the husband
. (or $218 If alone), starting in the but exclude them from an equity is 79 years old? Social Security
San. sr,M
calculation!
implies that most will.
year 3008.
Excluding employer contribuLife expectancy at age 65,
The Social Security Administration, apparently stung by this tions can hardly provide a fair cited by Social Security, is not
analysis, has distributed a news analysis, says the Federation, relevant in a study of today's
release with its own computation, because if this money were not 25-year-old, who must live four
taken by Social Security it might more decades before he will
'be used to purchase private heal- have an expectancy of 79. Cursth or life insurance, retirement ent life insurance actuarial tab- FRANKFORT- The State of
Ipio
annuities or other employee be- les say a male now 25, has an Alaska is approximately 3,000
expectancy of 70 years, or seven miles from the Commonwealth
nefits.To ignore them is like eval- years -Mort of the break-even f Kentucky.
uating a group hospital insurance point on the in
Despite this fact, a touch of
tax.
policy jointly. paid for by emThis Social Security "news Eskimoland has been added to
yee and boss, but omitting story" apparently was sent to the Ohio River, which bbrciers
the employer's payments from some 1,700 daily newspapers, the Commonwealth on the north.
consideration.
each copy localized with individ- An Alaskan ferry, the E. L.
The nation's employers, who ually-estimated costs and bene- Bartlett, has been built at Jeffare paying more than $13 billion fits for the number of local 25- boat Inc., shipyards, across the
a year into the Social Security year-olds.
river from Louisville, at Jefffend, feel they have the right
The Federation wonders bow ersonville, Ind. It was named
to know how this money is being much of the Social Security Ade after one of Alaska's first U. S.
allocated if not to provide bene- minkiration's
Senators.
fits for the employee on which a - year administrative budget
At the end of May, the /93it is based, says the Federation. want into this effort, The story foot vessel will purney from
Especially since constantly in- Is datelined New York. Social the place of -its birth to New
'Creasing payroll taxes add to Security has a regional staff Orleans, through the Panama Ca4
inflation, taking buying power there of 82 persons that does nal, up to Seattle and then to.
away from present workers and not include publicity specialists, Prince William Sound in Alaska.
Social Security recipients alike. leading to a question of whether
When the ferry leaves the LouSocial Security has hired a Madi- isville area, it will be towed
The Social Security Adminis- son Avenue public relations
firm. along the Kentucky mast to the
tration's
analysis of today's
MOWS WHAT DAD REALLY WANTS ON JUNE 11
Adding to the publicity cost, Mississippi and down to New
young worker continues: "What local Social Security
*M.0.1
Ow., 40.11.•0•11 6.666••••.666/6.•••••11•66•16* 86666 66••• SW
140.••••••• *dos Ira• end I* *O.OM .1...**/ 1••• sm••••••
offices had Orleans. The river is not deep
Sr*
ia
he and his wife will get back, to compute the
'WI6*•6A•••••• 646 c••• 1.6••••••••••••
NY,601660 111%*. MOMS OM 0.1 II
IRO OM %ft miateld Sm. 6.61 6•6•6* 1•••••4 6 *oft Ir.
local figures to enough for self-navigation.
6666*New balm pa weft. 1•••6•6•••
assuming they live 14 years after substantiat the
P.*•6161.6610.
ell
WI ACM Mr Sc 1116•164—•••••••••oi ..."••••• ••
e
“bargain" awa- Some Kentuckians have aiready
•••••••••••• •
Phone 753-2375
••••• Mr S. el Caw.* lin
reaching age 65,.othich is the it* oilignerbi melon.
WI*. 116•••Cow*Ow.••••11.111
n
$2.5
gotten
a
the
o(
normal expectancy at that age,
Ala
innistment. Theferry
Administrative expenses and Ion Alaska
FATHER'S MT IS AIM IS
will be approximately $55,000". past Congression
al generosity in has gone up the Ohio for minor
This sum, explains the Federa- bestowing
benefits explain why tests of turning and navigation.
tion, would include more than the system's
reserves barely Stringent sea tests come when
$10,000 of accumulating interest; equal one year's
benefits to curr- the vessel reaches New Orleans.
thus the "break even" point for ent recipients.
Every time Con- Speed in open water, turning
recovery of the employee tax gress
wants to increase retire- radius and fuel tests will be
would come at age 77.
ment benefits, now averaging $98 made. After the tests, it will
The big question raised by a month
11111.1111
—
1•111111111IMMIS
according to former take about a month for the ferry
the agency's statement, says the President
Johnson's
January to get to Alaska.
The ferry will be an extension
buciget, it must also increase
the talon employee and employ- of the Alaska highway system.
er, either by rate increase or by Many Alaska towns are inaccessible except by sea, so the ferry
additional income,
President Nixon has asked will be a prime source of transCongress for a 7 percent bene- portation. Ports of call will be
fit increase effective next Feb- Valdez, Cordova and Whittier.
A specious lounge and dining
ruary, and let stand President
Johnson's recommendation that room are located on the promethe combined employee - em- nade deck with a gallery deck,
ployer tax be increased from complete with bus-type seats,
9.6 percent to 10.4 percent, in- Jutting out over the vehicle deck.
cluding Medicare, and taxable Both areas will have large winIncome raised from $7,800 to dows for viewing the sea and
$9,000 a year. If approved, these con st.
changes would mean an 8.33 perThe vehicle will accommodate
cent tax increase on salaries 38 cars and 165 people. It is
up to $7,800 and a 25 percent a 3,500 horsepower twin screw
(two 1750 horsepower engines)
boost on $9,000 and above.
The Johnson buciget estimated vessel.
the tax increase would yield $1,7
billion and his proposal for a 13percent benefit increase would
cost $1.6 billion. But President Roberds Warbles
Nixon's proposed slash of beneHOLLYWO01) (UPI)
fits while leaving the tax reco- /aeon Robards provided
his own
mmendations stand would pro. iound effects
in a scene for
duce about three-quarters of a -The
Ballad of Cable Horse'
billion dollar surplus.
by warbling the call of the desert
Such
a tax increase would quaiL an
art he mastered as a
give further impetus to inflation, youth
im hunting trips.
the Federation asserts, because
* a *
half of it would come directly
from business income. Even
without a tax increase, Social
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Security receipts would increase
liwael's On Levy has been cast
as the economy grows.
Warner Brothers'"Moon Zero
Whenever the equity of future in
Two"
space drama.
retirement benefits is challeng•*•
Of gourse not.
ed as it has been repeatedly
That's the point.
since the maximum tax has risen Boone Declines
Somewhere in our picture is what oppeors to
from $94.50 in 1958 to the prebe just another Italian playboy sitting in his exHOLLYWOOD
sent $327.60 plus Medicare) Socpensive Italian sports cor.
ial Security personnel point to Richard Boone, dm 5ZtliotiiBut somewhere up there is o very dependable
the plan's disability and surviv- and "Have Gun, Will -tflaiel"
druggist in his very dependable Kormonn Ghia.
ors' benefits. The National Fed- formally announced he would
It looks like a rocy sports job because it was
eration of Independent Business, never again accept the lead tole
designed by the Ghio Studios of Turin, holy.
representing some 268,000 bus- in a television series.
ft runs like a Volkswagen because, under the
iness owners, never has disputed
hood, that's exactly what it is.
the potential value of Federal not counting any
further increasComplete with 4-wheel independent suspendisability and survivors' "insur- es passed by Congress.
sion, irons disc brakes, 4-speed synchronized
ance". However, even after de- 25-year-olds and wife Today's
will both
gearbox, oil cooler and rear-mounted airducting 20 percent of tax collec- have to live past his 98th
birthday'
cooled engine.
tions for this purpose, as for, under the present
benefit scheTo put on end to the suspense, the Kormonn
mulized by Economics Professor dule to deplete the
joint fund.
Ghia is the snoopy number just left of center.
Colin D. Campbell of Dartmouth
In contrast, says the Federat- 1
ar
t,
And for o snappy $2.4 9981 ifs yours.
College, the eld-age benefits are ion, anyone retired
as of January
still no bargain for today's young 1, 1968, represented
So you con look like the kind of person to
"e".
••••••
•"6
1.60.10.6 ••-•••• ONO •fi•
at the very
*law ••••••••• PAM MIMS *Ill grab Owl* 41..•
people, the Federation maintai- most tax
whom price is no object.
*.**1.. 5I6 ••••• ••••••16
deductions of
166666 *NM I. moot ••••
=OW 111. 4111M0
ns.
And with the money you save, it won't be.
over a 31-year-period($7,751 with
/1•01/0 2.1611... NW% 11•0•16*
1.1I
PISMO *11.1 Ra
The employer's tax, omitted interest) and
us
..
xonixxxx•r.....••.
Social Security ac1.••
polo 1•04P
rs 0.1•1 *MI
66_
from the Social Security Admin- knowledges this
/061,
111••••1 ..141 4,11. SIA•01/6.M 41,5-06
would be recovMA eel. WA OW *OW &SS
istration computation, would add ered within five
mum
We 1•66.• emora Om OM PM PO I I
years. Most of
Ms5lilt 55
nearly $38,000 more to the max- today's retirees
and their emimum fund for one employee, with ployers paid in
auf••••1171
considerably less
Chestnut Street ,Murroy,Kentycky
interest, over the next 40 years, than this maximum.
166164••
-
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Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.

FISH STEAKS

89*

Pet Ritz - 2 in pkg.

PIE SHELLS

29*

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.

MIXED VEGETABLES

2/39'

BABY OKRA

2/49*

Frosty Acres Whole - 10-es.

OW, OW, OW, OW, OW,
OW, OW! —Smiling before having
their Wiwi's removed at
St. Joseph's Hospital in Provi
dence,
R. I., are the seven children
of Mr. and Mrs. George J.
LaCame, (from left) Penny
, 5; Cindee, 8; Genevieve,
9;
George Jr., 8; Debra, 12; Suzan
ne, 11, and Christophe
r, B.

Frosty Acres - 6-os.

ORANGE JUICE

1

Frosty Acres-li-es.

BABY BUTTER BEANS

Prosperity. No Help
To Housing in Japan

outh Vietnam,
cis of dust.

ECEMBIES

'By LEON DANIEL

the present but she said: "My
TOKYO (UPI) — In Japan a ambit
ion
man's home is not necessarily his our own is to raise children in
house in a suburb."
castle.
It is easy
It is more likely to be a single she says her to believe her when
small room where his entire place to raise present home is no
the children she and
family lives without privacy, to her husband
expect.
say nothing of a bath or even a
The room looks smaller than
toilet.
it' is because three closets are
It is ironic that in Japan, an jammed against one wall.
The
ielustrial superpower whose only heat-is an electric
citizens have the highest per an ingenious device kotatsu,
capita income in Asia, millions blanket covering which with a
of people are inadequately use to warm their feet Japanese
and legs.
housed.
"We are pessimistic about the
About one-fourth of the 11 government doing anything
about
million residents of Tokyo, the housing for avetage
famili
world's largest city, live in what us," Mrs. Hirayama said. es like
are called &patois, an Anglicized
Many
form of the word for apartment. simistic other Japanese are pea
too, despit
&These are privately-owned, ious government e that ambit.
housing plan.
rAhi-unit dwellings made of
One handy explanation for
wood or concrete. The invariably Japan' s
housing crisis is ths
drab, barrack-like buildingk during the
usually have a communal toilet the people years after the war
were preoccupied with
but no bath.
obtaining food and clothing and
The rooms, almost--always until recently few could
rented singly and unfurnished, better housing. But dream of
now
usually contain z,gas outlet and income levels have risen, that
a sink but no. hot water. No Japanese are demanding the
the
heat is provided. There is a small government do somet
hing about
41It-in closet where bedding is housing.
stored when not in use on the
The Japanese are faced with
straw-mat floor.
extremely high intere
For the families who live in a construction costsand st rates,
land prices,
single room, the government's according to
resear
five-year housing plan must some- Mainichi, one of the ch by the
largestizewstimes seem an impossible dream. papers in Japan
.
That plan, scheduled for comThy Japan Real
pletion in March, 1971, seeks to Institute reports that Estate
adequately house each of the land prices have risen average
10 times
O million Japanese.
in the period since 1955. Less
Shuichi Hirayama, 25, a land is available for housing
plasterer, and his bride, Katiuko, because few land owners want to
23, live in a single room 12 feet sell. They believe the price will
long and nine feet wide. continue to go up.
Ilirayama's take-home pay is
Hideo Edo, president
45,000 yen ($125) per month firm which built Tokyo'sof the
only
Their rent is 11,000 yen skyscraper (36 stories), believes
$30.56) per month but before the answer to the housing problem
hey moved into their single room is the construction of high rise
o months ago they had to pay residences in the urban complexes.
landlord 41,000 yen
Municipal housing in Toky o
can he inexpensive if one is
$114.17) in key money.
lucky enough to win an apartment
ne View
by lottery.But there
Mrs. Hiravama is satisfied for applicants than apartare far more
ments.

Yellow Sweet

3-1b. bag

19°

ONIONS
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CARROTS
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Bill Peak Named
Lions District
43-K Governor

I
THE LEDGES &

TINES

—

MURRAY. KENTUC
KY

_ __WEDNESDAY — JUNE 11. 11M

Photo-Expo
Shows Life
Of Poor

BM Flak Mayfield mortician
aed lamer president of die Mayfield Lions Club, was elected
weenier of Lions District 43-K
during do chosing session of the
Kentucky Lima Ccevention hi
Paducah over the weekend.
Lim Governor Peak's district is composed of 31I clubs
in Wasters Kentucky and Includes
11100 ambers of those clubs.
During the ilillitmeedn. Mayfield Lion E W. Anderson, Jr.,
W$5 reelected for the third time

By PATRICIA MCCORMACK

NEW YORK UPI - A little
barefoot girl sitting on a bed
without sheets and bolding a
tattered ck•11
tells something
about poverty.
Add furniture with peeling Paint and you have even a better
picture of life among the havenots.
A picture such as this and
many more capable of tugging
as a state trustee of the Board
at all strings on the emotional
of Directors of the Kentucky
scale are featured in an exhibit
Lions
Eye Foundation. The
at Photo Expo 69 running at New
kandation is currently teliding
York's Coliseum.
an eye research facility inLoule
The $25 million show with all
yille.
Lion Peak has been a club
its exotic equipment also featmember for 17 years with perures moonshots by the astroBILL PEAK
fect attendance the peseta years.
nauts. But down to earth, the
Lions
D
istr
ic
Gover
t
nor
He has served as president of
pictures from disadvantaged youthe Mayfield Lions Club in 1964ths encouraged to let off steam
65 and as zone chairman in International is the largest serby shooting cameras capturing
1965-66. For the past two years, vice club in the eorld and 1 am
he has served as deputy district thanked and proud that I have
facets of ghetto lifeare spectacuthe opportunity to seine as disgovernor.
lar, too.
Under Peak's leadership as trict gosernor of 43-K."
In addition to the picture of
Peak is the first district
club president, the May-field club
the barefoot girl there are these
celebrated its 45th anniversary. governor to be elected from the
from the pint-sized 4=P-shootSate-wide recognition was given Mayfield Lions Club in its 49COEDS AIM MUIDERIED Wesley S. Davis delft in upper
ers in disadvantaged neighborthe club when it pleated $4.500 year history
photo ,. father of Susan Davis. and Ray Perry 'center.
to
hoods:
the Kentucky Lions Eye
father of Elizabeth Perry. are shown at Somers Point. N J
Foundation. The local club, se-A broom and a brush leaning
cond oldest in the state, made
Hospital where they identified the bodies of their daughter,
against a brick wall. On the wall:
the first sizeable donatioe to
found murdered off the Garden State Parkway near here
"Invited to Become Involved."
this allte-wkie project.
Body of one of the girls is transferred from ambulance to
-A blind woman, tin cup in one
hospital for identification in lower photo
hand and other hand rubbing her
In accepting the office of district eovernor, Peak said, "Lions fr-ealksail Prom Ps Om)
eyes as she looks toward the
Soutietedges Library Associat
darkened sky. it is night. The
ion, Amalgam Association for
I agree that, too large a share sign around her neck says University Walesa. and AmerTHIS EXCELLENT ckneup of the Moon and the Earth far
beyond is among the Apollo 141
of the national tax dollar is going "Do You Thant God You Can
,
photo collection. Two astronauts on
ican Association of University
ApolI, II will step down there late
See."
Peopl
e
rushin
to
g
the
by
appea
military," Laird told the
rin July.
Professors.
ing
to
be
ignori
ng
her.
Senate Appropriations CommittHer activities in these organ- A man waving and smiling,
ee.
Federal State Market News Ser- isations include six years on the
"We believe that if we "Olen- full of frimidly feelings. In the dows covered by iron gates. Thevice, 641-'00 Kentucky Pur- membership committee of the
Nobody likes a smart alec
tartly tighten out belts we cas background, a church, obvious- re were many pictures of child- dent's Council on Youth Opporchase Area Hog Market Report ALA and chairmanship of ELA
make do with a lot less motley ly, it is Sunday and time to be ren - crying, laughing, standing tunity, said in an interview that Remember this when you go
Includes 10 Buying Stations. research section.
300 photography projects are basting. There is no place
cheerful.
and still get the job done."
in line but gone so pathetic as
tot
'Receipts 1093 Head, Barrows'
under consideration for disad- a shot-off on the water.
* • *
-Another man, almost snarl- that of
-afe
a little boy standing be- vantag
and Gdag &do*: &.wa Ste_dy.
ed youths this summer. •
el a boat are danghlvw
ing and putting up his hands to hind
US'3-3 mato Ls 324.7325.23,
a barricade marked -PolThe Everglades National Park
and spoils everybody's fun.
indicate -no" to the photograph- ice
So
Line.
"
Few 1-2 $25.75: in Florida covers more than a
By DICK WEST
cool the urge to be specta
WASHINGTON - A member of er. In the background this time:
cular
Joseph T. : Morris, chairman Many will continue through- --pla
1:13 3-4 190-360 lbs $24.26-25 00; million acres.
y
it safe ... Aare the
out the year-movie pictures, too.
a linoleum store with its win- of photog
US 34 330400 s123.7534.23:
raphy for the PresiWASHINGTON UPI. Listedbe- Congress testified today that a
*5*
smart thing to do.
US 3-4250-100 lbs $23.25-23.75:
low are five incredible -news public works project in his home
SOWS:
items." Four of them I made up district isn't really needed and
should be abandoned.
US 1-2 279460 the S30254100;
Nlotor* vehicle registration in by 'stretching my
lie described a proposed $2.5
US 14 300-330 is $1.9.50-2025:' I cies
'the
breaki
ng point.
ims doubled in the past
- 01118r
- million harbor improvemen
T. 24 430-950 lbs S18.30-19.50. 15
t as
one sounds equally kr-fetched,
years.
but actually happened. See if you a "small boondoggle" that wog&
dn't benefit anycipe except one
guess which one is factual.
private company.

Ann Herron

Federal State
Market Report

Which Story
Is Actually
True One?

WASHINGTON - The.National
Petroleum Producers Association urged Congress today to
WASHINGTON —
'AFL,
eUmii
i.W400. cast :oil CIO
4ex4etr
olay
.
,slepletion allowance.
tts
'•The allowance is nothing but im
Mediae
per cent reduc tion
' a tax shelter that has enabled a
in the interest of combatting
bunch of us oilmen to get rich," Halite
'.
c. the association told the House
-There is no doubt that high
• Ways and Means Committee.
union wages are mainly respon"We don't feel that we are sible
for the inflationary spiral,
entitled to advantages that other
George ?Atom, president of the
taxpayers don't have, so we are
labor federation said.
'demanding that it be abolished."
"We are willing to du our
part to reverse the trend and
we feel certain that business
and industry will cut their profit
WASHINGTON - The American
margins and pass along the s.av
Textile Manufacturers Associalags to the consumers."
tion appealed to Congress todayi
to repeal all import restrictions
on foreign-made textiles.
•
"Import quotas and tariffs are
In case you didn't spot it,1
unfair to Japan and other textile- the
fourth item above is the I
producing countries," the assoc- ••
real" one. The congressalan
iation said. "We welcome their is Rep.
Otis G. Pike, D.N.Y.,
competition, which helps keep who
now presumably will betried
us on our toes."
for heresay.

SWANNS MARKElf
*

GOV'T INS?

FRESH MEATS

4

WHOLE FRYERSZ;3s'w -29'

to

,
THE jezeiaAN LEGIO
NS Missile launchers make their way
vast the Arch of Constantine
in Rome during military
parade marking 23rd anniversary
of the Italian Republic.

WASHINGTON
Defense Secretary Melvin Ft. Laird recommended today that Congress reduce the Pentagon's budget in
the next fiscal year by 75 per
cent.
"The Joint Chiefs of Staff and

Don't be a show-off when
you're in a boat Unsafe use of
beets is a danger to every
one.
Remember, you don't shber off
very will when retrieved
from
the bottom of the lake
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They Better Mean
'Down on the Farm'

WEDNESDAY — .TUNE 11., WM

Geograpineria Gisler
CASPER, Wyo. (UPI)
Casper, located in centr01 Wyoming, is the approximate ceoraphical center of the United
Mates west of the Mississippi
Kii er.

WASHINGTON i P 1 ):
Plans for a slight softening
of rules designed to protect flavor-hungry consumers against misleading
use of words like -farm",
and "country" were announced this week by the
Agriculture Department.
Under the department's
current labeling regulations
for meat and poultry products, strict controls are imposed on the use of label
terms which may evoke
images of old-time rural
footh.
UNLESS the product has
actually been prepared on
a farm or in trit country.

•

ti

mOONSOLIND ASMONAuy Michael Collins squints through
the Kollarnan sextant-telescope during
Apollo 11 training at
the Manned Spacecraft Center in Housto
n. Tex. He's the
one who will run the spacecraft while
the other two are
tramping around on the Moon

or "in a recognized farm
or country manner," the
words "farm" and "country'' cannot be used alone
on labels. Instead, processors must use hybrid words
like "farm-style," or "country brand."
A proposed new regulation would relax this rule
for several inducts including soups. heat-andserve dinners and stews.
For such products, the
magic rural words could
be used on labels—if the
terms are legally part of
the manufacturer's trade
name.
The Agriculture Depart-

Ment added, however. Una
when a patented trade
name is used under the
new proposal, no other
rural-flavored words or
pictures could be used on
a meat label unless the
product itself met the old
test of having been made
on a farm, or in a "country
manner."
Officials said they decided to relax the rule for
items like soups and frozen
dinners because they figured consumers wouldn't
be likely to believe such
products were manufactured in a country kitchen
by a motherly farm wife..

The city derived its name
from the misspelling of the first
name of Lt. Caspar Collins, who
was killed while leading 25 men
in aid of a wagon train being
attacked by some 3,000 Indians.
At latest report more than
45,000 new, active cases of tuberculosis were being reported annually in the United States.

Having had TB gives immunity 44iirri
from future breakdown with the 4t
disease. On the contrary, a TB
victim who has recovered still
ROBERT TAYLOR'S FILM FANS like to remember him in these
remains infected; he always must
photo., with his first wife
left i Barbara Stanwyck (19481 and
be aware of the possibility of rewith his second wife, German-born actress
Ursula
Theism (1954) He died of lung
lapse.
cancer In Santa Monica, Calif, at 57

Alfalfa One
Of Best
Forage Crop

Alfalfa Is one of the best forage
crops for area farmers where
they have soil conditions suitable
for its production.
titled to VA compensation pay
Farmers who manage their
mean as well?
alfalfa carefull, receive high divA. — There is a prohibition
idends from this crop. Here are
against simultaneous receipt of
some management tips to keep
service retirement pay and VA
It producing efficiently.
Q. — Bow long does one have compenestion. You may skeet
;Amp the alfalfa stand going.
to serve le Viet-Nam to be elig- to receive whichever of IMOD
Young stands should have 10 or
theeder Lewis
ible Joe tbe G. I. Bill to return benefits is the greater.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI). — more plants per square foot.
to esilege, and how much would
You may melt between
•aserned veteran with no chil- these benefits as often as it Ii Jerry Lewis will direct Peter Older stnds can get by with
five or more plants per square
dren receive each month?
advantage:ea to you.
---Sammv Davis in
A. — Actual service to VietQ. — I was recently divorced. "Salt & Pepper II- On location foot. In any case, 75 per cent
or more ground cover is needed
nam Itself is not a mewls* I SIR non a dependent parent in London.
for best production. •
emit for benefits (including ed- of a ma lost in Viet-Nam. I an
SIRLOIN
—
Topdress the crop after first )
ucational seantance) under die 40 yens old and would like In
STEAK
EQUES
TRIAN
harves
S
t
U
it
has not been fertilizG. L Bill.
CHOSEN
rehun to school M better qualGLADSTONE, N. J. en — ed since the last cutting last fall.
The law requires that the ify myself for self•upport Ii
?our
-time Olympian Frank A soil test is the best guide to
veteran must have at hest 1.111 educational anistsoce availeble
Chipot of Wallpack, N. J., heads the croP's needs. Howev
den active duty, any part of for me through the VA?
er, if a
a six-member United States' current soil test is not
Which occurred after Jan SI, A. —.No. Educational
available
bene—.POKED
'eques
trian
1955. (Active duty for
teem
scheduled to an application of 400 to 600pounfits have been authorized for
tempests in the North American ds of an 045-30
purpose cannot be couneed to: widows of veterans whose
PATHCI
with boron added
death
wards tile 1111 din)
was due to service and wives Grand Prix hone show in To- (equivalent) should take care of
•vamp in full-time
service-connected pertiontly mato June IS.
most situatioos.
members are May
kg fel nest 14 semester hours) and totally dnabled vetera
Control the alfalfa weevil.
ns. Tinno
t, Kathy Ruiner of Ar- After
weed metre training Ulan- This benefit is not availabie
the first crop is taken
to lingto
'nee of Ufa manthiy if he has dependent parents.
n, Va., Neal Shapiro of off,
spray the stubble as soon
Arlington, Va., Neal Shapiro of
eine dependent
as possible if larvae were found
Q. —1 was reeked from the
Alr pollution a.is the average Brookville, N. Y., Joe Fargis of in the crop. After
DELICIOUS
stubble sprayAir Force last Apra 30 heedless American family
Richm
ond,
Va.,
and
Joan
Boyce ing, allow five to six
over 3300 a at
weeks for
of physical chaibikty. Am I ea- year.
crozier, Va.
PRICES
recovery between the first and
EFFECTIVE
second cuttings. U it was neceTHRU SAT.
ssary to make the first cutting
JUNE 14
earlier than usual, or ii weeds
and insects destroyed the first
cut, allow six to seven weeks for
recovery after stubble spraying
before the second cutting.
If you plan to flame your crop
this winter to help control the
alfalfa weevil, make no more
than four cuttings this season.
By CARL H. 1241.15
Leave the residue from midWrittes Sapeessay for cetera!
September for flaming material,
Press and TALI Newspape;
HIPPIER than thou preach- Spring seedings usually have
ers are on the psychedelic cirlittle, if any, trouble during the
cuit. They are missionaries in
establishment year with the alfal----and of--the new morality. It's
fa weevil; however, there are
a new cussing and carousing
reports this year of infestations
clergy, and the altar of some of
on some spring seedings heavy
them may be in a bar or burenough to warrent spraying. Fall
lesque joint. And they may be
seedings usually are hit and 1969
there before and after their
Is no exception to this.
gel-11101V

Veterans Questions
and Answers

check and
coit_
m pare
qu n

A41)(lidpi
bewine7
bOolecond
best.

and vIiues
BEEF

,c4TEUTI,
ROUND/2,
STEAK

L. 28c

01

BONELESS
SIRLOIN
TIP

RUMP

USDA.Grade

A
(II TO la Lbs.)
Lb

•

ROUND

$419
u
35CR
liaib
1"" s
L. 694
39c
-49C
33t
Fro,en

da
;p1P;
"
41Sirloin

LB.

MEP

5 Oz.
Pkg,

Cod Fillets

$109

r

F

Lb

1/4 FRYERS

49

BREAST PORTION
VY/WING

OR H

5-Lb. boa
S1.59

Lb. goa
"
l

BOSTON BUTTS
WHOLE

111 BOAST

5-Lb. gun
, 52.39

29 Perch Fillets

bds & Pieces

LET

BOTTOM

L1.

Turkeys

T-BONE
STEAK
149

BONELESS

39 -

LB.

• TN
5tH
lUbs

ROAST SALE!

BONELESS

9.

LB.59t

LEG PORTION

LB 39tr

LB
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Today's New Hippie- Preachers,
Pin-Ups, Profanity and Pulpit

WHITE OR PINK

GRAPEFRUIT

:
3t

They are dropouts from the
Establishment church. The Establishment church can't communicate with the Establishment, they say. So it certainly
can't relate to the Now generation. Hippiedom has its cults,
but the majority of the young
people today can't take the
ADULTS 95
hypocrisy of the usual Sunday
NURSERY 4
religion. And they are well
JUNE 8, 1969
aware of the gross unrest of
thc denominations.
ADMISSIONS
Priests are standing in line
.1*
for marriage licenses. The enDolores A. Devine, 1714 W.
rollment figures in the seminMain St., Francis Whitnell, 1219
aries are dropping. And the
Itsv -11ourtsois Street Bob"
hippie's bag doesn't have room
Dogwood Dr., Annie L. Rasp.
Harrington proachos front
a conventional pulpit in sharp
for a Bible. But the controverberry, Rte. 2, Faye A. Key,
contrast to this barroom decor whore It. often
sial hippie preachers are
Rte, 1, Farmington; Helen Spann,
datives* •11111111008.
spreading the gospel with the
805 Minerva Place, Louise Marfanity only "nigger" and "navisit very'rnaily campuses
viays of today.
palm" ale bdd words, he says
shall, 206 Woodlavm, Brenda Wn.
' '.'Bourbon Street" Bob has
Rev. Malcolm Boyd, a 44- the
hep Boyd says he devoutly
given up his vices even though itford, Rte. 4, Mayfield, Blanche
year-old Episcopal priest, lec- loves
the church
Lassiter, Hamlin-.
He's been, he likes to work the
tures on some 125 campuses called
rough skidthe expresso priest, a
rows. "I no longer drink, smoke,
each year. The former atheist,
latter-day
Luther. and ^ the or carryDISMISSALS
adman and Hollywood television Lenny
on," he told a UniverBruce of the pulpit.
sity of Tennessee at Martin
producer is a veteran of some
After the publication of his
crowd.
Mt-Ins and a bombed out Mis- book,
Mary Lassiter, 602 Olive St.,
"Are You Running With
• • •
sissippi Freedom House.
Rebecca Wilson L Baby Boy, ZOS
Me. Jesus?" a magazine cal]
• • •
THE 41-year-old Baptist says So, 11th St., Alma Jackson, Rte. 1,
Rev. Boyd "one of the 100 most
-DRINKING, I love it." Rev. Important
young men and wo- his night club appearances are Almo; Nancy I', Stalls, 1202 Main
Boyd told a crowd of college men
by invitation only "Most club St., Emma Duncan, Rte,3,
in the United States."
Emma
students in Memphis recently.
"Bourbon Street Bob" Har- owners feel that if everyone Bray, Box 454, Cadena
Willis,
"I like gin, the taste of it rington of New
Orleans has there was converted," he says. New Concord; Pearl
swirling around in my mouth preached in
Jones, 408
saloons and had the "there'd still be a new batch the So. 12th Street:
and on my teeth. I prefer it to strippers
next night."
sing hymns.
The
beer because I'm a snob, I husky preach
In 1962 the New Orlean
er says he was
s'
guess. Perhaps you think this once a
"playboy." His suits are mayor proclaimed him "the
1:1 evil?"
conservative, but he always Chaplain of Bourbon Street
."
He cusses a lot during his wears a red
Library materials vrants
trinity of red socks, He had his pulpit headquarters
of
talks. "If you think I'm meter- tie, and handke
rchief. He began In a converted liquor store then. $5,000 each were awarded
seven
ing," he tells his crowds. *ifesOk his clerical
career by lecturing but the ministry of Bob Har- University of Kentuc
ky commat your own grubb., filthy, to the drunks,
the hoods and rington. Inc. nw occupies'an unity colleges during
the 1967-68
clean little life.•• He talks about the prostitutes
on the boulevard entire courtyard on Bourbon.
academic year. These includ
sex, pot, and peace. He isnamh- of the blues
ed
"The Lord came to bless
us, Ashland, Ellzabethtovm,
es at the false images of the
• • •
Hendernot to bug us," he tells
people. son, Hopkinsville,
Establishment. A few walk out ,
THE wavy-haired Rev liarJefferson, PrEven some of the more conon him. The rest either love or ' rington doesn't
estonsburg and Somerset,
elaborate too ventional chaplains
are
using
hate him after his harangues much on his
"playboy" past, some shapely visual
aids to IIAnd the latter are always in but he's built like
a bouncer and lustrate their secula
tiardi. is the name of
r
sermon
s:'
the minority
an
could handle one or two of them Rev.
Lon Chestnut of Atlanta's Italian Lima% prominent in the
Rev. Boyd snatches the com- at a time He
makes (he ?ran- Emory University
origina
l nobility of Florence.
recently proplacent facade from a crowd sition from a
nightclub stage to jected some pinup
pictures from Italy.
first. He rips off "the false a conventional
church
with a men's magazine on the
chapel
peace." Despite his cocktails ease. Somehow he
•*•
seems more wall. His theme of the
nudes
in the evening- -often at bars domestic in the
subdued light- was that people should
not be
with go-go girls and his pro- ing of &inky-t
The Harrier Reef lies iff the
onic/I, He doesn't so commercially
.disposable.
northeastern coast of A r

•
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THE LEDGER

TIME_S - MURRAY, KEN
TUCKY
POI MINT
7URN1SME.D apartment, air
conditioned. Close to University. $75.00 per month. 913
North
J-13-P

IS LOOKING FOR A STO
RE MANAGER
AND SALES LADLE

his first wife
actress Ursula
it 57

SUPER 110Tik

RACE-CYCLE GUTS

N NIN-Nlif
IOW RIM

ENGAGEMENT RING and wedding lewd. Call 763-1916 before
5:00 p. ne and ask for Mary.

Your Friendly Ladies and
Children's Store

TS/

SUBURBAN HOME; moles&
4
room, modern on Route 737 seas tap
MU MeV
las
inn
oft
•
ft
ft
efts
Irvin Cobb Resort $65.00 per N ine•wissins.
month. Inquire at Marvin's Mama assarm
Pim*Om buil
4964117.
-as siftwilia.
J-12-C
--+

P011 SALO!

CATO'S

B ONANZA• PRESEN

NOTHING DOWN. Assume payments on Magnovox color TV,
$13.38 • month. Leach's Music
& TV. 753-7575.
3-13-C
SEVEN YEAR OLD Quarter
horse, saddle and bridle, $250..
00. Phone 753-1911.
J-104)

NOTICE

▪ *afarm Ow

TWO-BEDROOM trailer, air,
conditkiied, on shady lot. Rent
45.00 per month. Phone 4893623.
3-12-C

Ken's Truck Stop Cafe

ONE AND two-bedroom furnish
ad apartments on South 1
Zimmerman Apartments. Phone
753-6609.
3-20-C

Highway 641 South

IS UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WEDNESDAY - JUNE 11, 1069
Attracting Industry

ft

SC 1300a

MURRAY SUPPLY
03 E. Main, Phon
e 753-

336

ALBANY, N./. (('II)
Living conditions and educational opportunities are now primary considerations that help
attract industry, according to
Neal L. Moylan, New York 'tat,
Commerce Commissioner.
"The trend today is toward
larger and more technologically
complex plants," Moylan said.
"These require more highly
skilled supervisory personnel.
Ile said while skilled personnel
are likely to be found in an
area with a good educational
system, such personnel then demand good living conditions.
* * *

AUTOS FOR SALO

ATTENTION out of town teach- 1966 CHEVELLE, red
FOUR USED bush hogs, one
with
Open 24 Hours
ers and students. Three private black vinyl top. Extra good
U.S. Imports
Day
used
Ford
cutter
,
conone
used
LilMr. D. R. Hehl will be
bedrooms with bath, with liv- dition. Priced reasonable
in the store on Main
. Phone Of Indian Tea
liston cutter. Used 72 A.C. coming roocn and TV privileges. 753-1722 or 753-7179 after
Telephone
bine. Vinson Tractor Co., 7535:00
NEW
DEI
Street to talk to you in perso
1101 Olive, phone 753-2303.
(UPI) p. m.
n Saturday, June
4892.
3-12-P United States' impor
J-13-C
ts of Indian
Betty Nance, Operator
J-10-C
1968 IMPALA Sports Coupe tea were valued at $9.6 million
14th, between the hours of
NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters,
.
9:00 a.m. and 3:00
FOUR NEW 2-bedroom, carp- Factory
in 1%8.
j1.2c
air-conditioned,
65HP gear box, stump jumper
all
apartments, wih refrig- power, 33,000 miles, one
p.m.
* * *
owner
and solid tail wheel. Heavy en.
erator and stove, air-condition- Like new. Phone
753-1557.
ough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
ed.. Couples or teachers only.
Members of the nation's Labor
3-13-C
enough to cut your lawn. r
1515 Sycamore or call 753-2898
Force who smoke cigarettes spePOE SALE
_pick-up models, $325.00.
HELP WANTED
after 5:00 p. m.
3-16-C
In 1967, the new active case nd over a third again as much
4' pick-up and 5' pull models.
Vinson Tractor Co,,, 753-4892. ONE FEDDERS air-conditioner SELLING AVON IS FUN! Earn TURNLSHED one-bedroom a- rate of tuberculosis among men time away from their jobs bewas double that for women.
az you learn' Pay bills, make partment with living room,
cause of illness as persons who
July 12-C and one GE air-conditioner.
kitfriends. territory openings near chen and bath. Also big aparthave never smoked cigarettes.
Phone 762-4496.
.1-12P
TOBACCO STICKS, 50 each,
you Call or write: Mrs. Evely ment for four boys. Phon
n
e
753Kennedy Lesd Tobacco Com- 1987 TRIUMPH, 650 cc. Me L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist,
440, 3143.
3-12-P
pany, Mayfield,,
Phone 247-2682 new, only 4,000 miles. S e e Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
FURN
Charl
ISHE
es
Dozer, 1307 Wed Main 42064 Phone 965-3363.
D GARAGE apartJ-144
ment. Couples only. Phone 753St
.1-13-P
H-J-13-C
IF CARPETS look dull and
8040 or 753-3050 after 6 p. m.
dreary, remove the spots as
MALE OR FEMALE, no experProduction Group Leader
3-12-C
they appear, with Blue Lustre.
ience -necessary. We will train
TWO
-BEDROOM furnished aRent electaic shampooer $1. Big
you. Apply between 2 and 4 in
FOR BALI
Salary, position providing excellent benef
K.
the afternoon, in person. No partment. Couples only. Phone
J-14.4 Used A Reconditioned
its
phone calls. Dari-Castle. TFC 753-8040 or 753-3060 after 6
110-LB BAR-BELL set. Like
with new industry. Write giving full resume
p. m.
3-12-C
new. $M.00. Call 7534995.
WANTED: baby sitter to stay
In our home 5% days a week. OFFICE SPACE: Ground floor
to P.O. Box 190, Murray, y.
3-12-P,
Alpo New
Phone 753-1663 after 5:00 p. m. six hundred square feet, air
USED PORTABLE Royal type3-12-C conditioned, all utilities furnjlk
writer. Reasoneble. Call 753ished, private off street past
6915 after 4:30 p. m. 3-12-NC
WANTED: One experience lug
d
for office persocell. Nashort order cook. One exper tional
- New Ceacierd Need
Hotel Building See Ed
LIKE NEW. Would you like
ienced waitress. We pay more F.
REAL ESTATE FOR SAUI
Kirk or call 753-1283--753nom 713-31711
emu. ESTATE Fat SALE
to live in a 60' x 12' custom
than anyone on Kentucky Lake. 5992,
made mobile home with central
3-12-C
x 150 LOT in Kingwood* THREE-BE
Kentucky Lake Lodge RestaurDROOM house with air and beat,
Subdivision. Phone 753-4516 af- 2 baths
wall-to-wall carThere's only one way to
ant, Aurora, Ky. 474-2259.
FURNISHED two - bedroom
, large kitchen, living, peeing,
two bedrooms, washer
ter 6:00 p.m.
save
money that helps inJ-12NC dialing and utility room. 514%
house
.
Also
furni
shed
garage
3-124
and dryer, full concrete patio,
sure your country's future at
apartment. Phone 753-3040.
1704 Calloway. Pleine 753- bricked
1969
SPECIALS! Specials! Specials!
DEMO
NSTR
ATOR
WANT
S.
up front and ends? LoThey
ED: Christian lady to
the same time.
.I-16-NC
make zig mg stitches automat- stay in home
A 1-YEAR old 3-bedroom brick, 8449.
J-134 cated in good section
days for household
of town. ically.
That's U.S. Savings
like new, in Keeneland Sub- RENTAL
20
year
guarantee. $35.16 deities. References requi
FURNISHED apartment with
HOUSE for sale by Phone 753-7570.
3-12-C. while they
Bonds.
eectra large bedrooms, owner, 14 block
Mat Terms arranged. Must have transportation. red. two bedrooms, kitchen
s from Uoi- JUNIOR CAMP
and den..
Call
All fancy designs, plus button- 753-8352 befor
With U.S. Savings Bonds,
carpeting, central best sad air, verstl
ER tent, 7' x
Wail-to-wall carpet, air-condie 11:00 a. m.
y on West MAUI Street. $15.00
. Phone Kenneth Grogan holes, sews on buttoos, mono
you're
bath rooms. Outside storage, Two-story
simply helping your
tSkte
d.
Married couple only.
frame, upstairs pan- 753-4978.
3-12-P
Nsall landscaped with a privacy elled,
country make the future a
May be seen at Kelly's Peet
J-134 grams, sstin stitches said overnine large rooms, two
lbce around the beet lawn. baths
caste. 'In new console". For WANTED: Janitor it Murray Control, located
little better than the present.
, shower room. Fully furn- 1969 EG-ZAG Sewing Machi
at 100 South
'Drive in Theatre and possibly 13th
payday, because your boss
ne,
Owner is leaving town; must ished
Also, Savings Bonds are
St
free home trial call Paducah Cheri
, ainconditioned, electric less than four months old.
3-13-C
i sell immediately.
ReApply in person at Murdoes it for you. It's someeasy
and
heat. Plenty of extras. Present- possessed. Makes
autom
collec
atic.
t, 442-8605.
All you
-1-174 ray Drive-In Theatre from 9:00 FURNLSHED one-bedroom
buttonholes,
thing like setting up extra
a!
do is fill out a little card
JUST LLSTED, a bargain pric- ly
to Fraternky. One sews on buttons, all fancy stita. m. 'til noon.
partmect, air-conditioned, 811
3-12paydays for the future.
4
throu
ed 3-bedroom brick, 2 baths. year lease goes with sale of ches without attachments.
gh
a
Payro
ll
Savin
gs
North 161h. Phone 753-5140.
Sold
carpeting and fireplace. Just ouse. Lot size 112' x 288'. W W new for $239.00, balance
WANTED: Service Station atPlan where you work.
Think about Savings
3-13-C
$20,500. Will trade for a howm ainance. Phone 753-6344. 3-16-C or $9.10 per month. Call$48.50
tendant. Experience necessary
SERVICES OFFERED
And then you sit back
Bonds for your
753near the Campus. ,
Excellent pay, good working FOUR-BEDROOM house, near
5653 &her 4 p.
and forget 'em while
retirement.
WILL MOW lawns and other copditions.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance ROBER'TS REALTY offers you
canipus, furnished. Phone 753Call 753-7117.
the mopey piles up....
WEST
It's,Aoi only a way
ERN
odd
jobs.
a
wide
Call
PLEA
753-6
variet
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
SURE pony,
030 TFNC
y of property for
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HIE SIGHT RESTORED. Nguyen ft Cong. 5-year-old orphan
from Vietnam, looks at a bunch of flowers
at Mt Zion Hospital in San Francisco after a corneal transplant
operation
restored sight
her right eye. Cong is wearing a
protective shield with a corrective lens over the operated
eye..
Holding her is Mrs. Clifford Smith. Hermosa Beach, pat,
who is caring for the youngster until her
return to Vietnam
VO
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